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SUMMARY

Tumut 2 Power Station,ie being conatructed in a gror¡p of large
charnbers, excavated in granitic ¡ocks 800 feet underground beneath the
eastern side of the Tumut River gorge.

Geological work associated with the power station has been

carried out in three more or less distinct stages:

(l) Reconnaissance and Preliminary planning Stage

(Zl Detailed Investigations for Final Location and Design
(3) Detailed Investigations during Construction.

All these stages are mentioned, but only stages (2) and (3) are described
in detail.

In the first stage the geological conditions at several alternative
power station sites were investigated by means of surface geological
mapping, seismic refraction surveys, aud limited amounts of diamond
drilling. Geological defects including wide fault zones and extensive
rock weathering caused re jection of some sites. This stage ended with
the adoption of one of the alternative sitee. The adopted site is in
granitic gneiss, intruded by a granite sheet ?0 to 100 feet wide.
Porptryry and dolerite dykes intrude both the granite and gneiss. Alt of
the rocks are exteneively jointed and are intersected by several rninor
transcurrent faults.

Investigatione at the second stage commenced with detailed
surface mapping on a scale of I inch = 50 feet. An exploratory tunnel
was driven from the ground surface into the site, which was then further
explored by means of several diamond drill holes drilled from the end of
the tunnel. The detailed rock structure, and the mechanical properties
of the rock mas6 were aEsessed from the results of this exploration.
The positione and orientation of the main chambers were chosen to make
best use of tl:e rock at the site. The rocks were tightly jointed and

relatively impervious, and ground water flows into tJre exploratory
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tunnel were small, but at high pressures. The water table is close to
the ground surface. Experience frorn the completed Tumut I Power

Station had shown rock bolts to be suitable support for similar hard,
jointed rock. Rock bolte were therefore adopted as the primary form
of support for Turnut 2,

During the preliminary planning and detaíled investigation stages

attention was also given to the location of materials suitable for use a6

concrete aggregates. Surface sites for quarrying of bedrock were rare,
and moetly proved uneatisfactory due to extensive chemical weathering,
and steep, potentially unstable slopes. Suitable deposits of natural sands

and gravels were absent. Rock spoil from the excavations was adopted

for crushing for coarse aggregate, and sands of Tertiary age were chosen

for fine aggregate.

Geological studies during conetruction confirmed generally that
the rock structure and ground water conditions were as assumed for the

designe, The excavations were made with no major rock falls, and

uaiug rock bolts for support almost throughout. The geological record
made during construction has provided valuable data for use when

investigating sites for future underground power stations.

INTRODUCTION

The Tumut 2 underground power station is located in the Snowy

Mountains of South-eastern Australia (Figure l). It forms part of the

Upper Turnut Development of the Snowy Mountains Scheme, which will
develop the water resources of the rnountains for hydro-electric power
and irrigation. The upper Tumut works of the Scheme have been

described by campbell, Pinkerton, Bray and Frost (1956).

The station is situated beneath the lower part of the Easter¡r
wall of the Tumut River valley. It is 800 feet vertically below the
ground surface , and 350 feet below the level of the Tumut River, which
is 1000 feet to the west of the site. Figure 5 and plate z show the
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arrangement of the statio:r. The largest chamber is the machine hall,
which is 320 feet long and 5l feet wide, and has a maxirnum height of
120 feet. Access to the station frorn the surface is by means of a sloping
tunnel 3600 feet long.

The first underground power station constructed for the scheme
is Tumut !', which is located 5 miles upstream, and has been in operation
since 1958. By means of a 150-foot high concrete dam, the water
discharged from Tumut I ie to be diverted 3 miles through a Zl-foot
diameter pressure tunnel, and then down steeply inclined twin pressure
shafts to Tumut 2 Power Station. lil'hen discharged from Tumut Z turbines,
the water will l¡e returnecL to the Tumut River through a tailwater tunnel
2l feet in diameter and 4 miles long.

Extensive detailed geological investigations have been carried out
during the planning and construction of the dam, tunnels, and po\per station.
This paper will describe only the work associated with the underground
power station,

The station was to be constructed within a group of large
excavations, the individual size and shape of which were governed largely
by the nattrre of the mechanical and electrical equipment to be installed
within them.. unlj.ke most large excavations rnade in mines, those at
Tumut 2 wer"e required to be permanently stable, and, it was necessary for
design ptrrposes to know wha.t kind of excavation methocl"s would be feasible,
and r.vhat Èype of temporary and permanent supports woulC be required. It
was also imperzrtive that the station be located in rock of sufficiently good
quality that the cost of excavation, and of temporary and permanent supports
could be kept to a rninimum.

The location of a sufficiently large maes of suitable rock in which
to malce the excavations was ther:efore of primary importance. A detailed
knowledge of the geology of this rock mass was then required, so that its
behaviour in the excavations could be accurately predicted, and also to
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enoure that the shape, orientation, and arrangement of the openings could

be chosen to make best use of the natural conditions.
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SCOPE OF. GEOLOGICAL WORK

The geological work on which this paper is based was carried out

as an integral part of engineering studies during the site selection, design,
and construction stages of the whole project. Only the work associated
with the po\Ã,er station will be described in detail, and this will be dealt
with in three main sections, covering the above-mentioned stages. The

site selection and design were carried out intermittently from eaúy 1952

until early L957 at. which tirne the author was only partly occupied on

Tumut 2 Project. During construction, which commenced in July 1958

and is still in progress (November I960), the author has been engaged

mainly on geological work for this project.
Laboratory and field studies of the natural etate of stress in the

rock at the site are briefly mentioned. These were not carried out by the

author, but formed an essential part of the design and construction stage

studies.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Snowy Mountains

The geology of the Snowy Mountains Area has been briefty
described by Moye (1955). He has also made more detailed descriptions
of the geology of the Upper Tumut Region (1958 and l9ó0).

The mountains are cornposed mainly of Paleozoic granitic and

metarnorphosed sedimentary rocks, which form several dissected

plateaus at various elevations between 4000 and 7000 feet above 6ea level.
The present topography results from the uneven uplift of an ancient

peneplain, probably of Cretaceous age. The uplift, which was accompanied

by coneiderable faulting and flexuring of the rocks, probably occurred in
several stages and culminated in late Tertiary tirne. On several of the

plateau surfaces there occur remnants of nearly horizontal basalt flows,
which overlie and are in some places intercalated with river and

lacustrine sediments of early Tertiary age. The extrusion of the basaltic
lavas aPPears to have been connected with tectonic disturbances during an

early stage of uplift.
Escarpments which separate the dissected plateaus trend

generally North or North-east, and are considered to be the surface

exPressions of the faulting. The main rivers commence in the undulating
platearr country, but rejuvenation which followed the uplift has ín most
cases caused them to l¡ecome deeply entrenched within a few rniles

downstream frorn their 6ources.

On the plateaus and on the valley slopes the granitic rocks are

generally variably weathered to depths of 100 to 200 feet t¡elow the ground

surface. The depths of weathering are usually least near the valley
floors, because the streams are youthful and actively downcutting, and

commonly expose fresh or slightly weathered rock along their banks.
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Tumut 2 Area

The Tumut River flows generally northwards in the Tumut 2

Project area, and is entrenched 2000 to 2500 feet into ttre weetern margin
of the Kiandra Tableland, as shown on Plate I and Figure 2, Section A-El.
The river valley is straight in broad outline, but in detail the river course
is quite sinuoue, consisting ofa seriee of short, straight sections, sharp
bends, and loops. It has been suggested (tvfoye, 1958) that the ancestor of

the Tumut River was located two rnilee to the East of the present course,
in an ancient valley now occupied by early Tertiary sediments and the Eight
Mile Basalt. This would indicate that the present valley has been formed
since early Tertiary time. Its youth{ul nature is shown by Plate l. In

the power station area and further upstrearn the side slopes range from 35o

to 50o near the river, becoming flatter at higher levels. The river flows
generally as rapids through a boulder-filled channel from ?0 to t50 feet
wide, with fresh or slightly weathered outcrope forming its banks, and

commonly extending as cliffs for 100 feet or more upslope. Fresh or
partly weathered rock outcrops are also abundant in the rocky, V-shaped
gorges cut into the valley sides by the maín tributary creeks. Signs of
increasing maturity downstream from the power station area include

slightly flatter side slopes, and widening of the valley floor, which is partly
occupied by terraces of boulder gravels. Outcrops of fresh rock are much

less abundant there than in the upstrearn section.

Rock Types and Their Occurrence

Figure 2 shows granitic rocks of several types forming most of the

project area. The most abundant of the rocks is a group of granitic gneisses

and granulites known as Boomerang Creek Granitic Gneiss, believed to be of

Ordovician age or older. A second group, termed Happy valley Granite,
includes several lens or sheet-like rnasses, which appear to have intruded
the granitic gneisses. In a one third to one half mile wide zone adjacent
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to their eastern boundary, the rocks of both groups have developed a

pronounced gneissic foliation, and are intruded by coarBe to very coarse

grained gneissic granite, Highly folded sedimentary and volcanic rocks

of Ordovician age, which include slate, siltstone, tuff , and andesite, lie

to the East of this gneissic zone.

Numerous nearly vertical dykes have intruded all of the granitic

rocks. The dykes are remarkably parallel, and occur either singly or in
swarms. They mostly strike N.2Oo to 4008, in the southern part of the

area, curving to N.20o to 30oUr in the Northern part. The dykes are of

several rock types. Porphyries of acidic composition are the most

abundant, and appear to be the cldest group. They appear similar
rnacroscopically to lavas to Devonian age which have a widespread

occurrence l0 to l5 miles to the North, in the Talbingo area. Fine grained

intermediate and basic dykes are also common and fall into two groups.

The older dykes appear to be contemporaneous with the porphyries, and

the younger ones, which are mainly of basaltic composition, are possibly
related to the Tertiary basalts on the Kiandra Tableland.

Geological Structure

The area io intersected by many faults, only the largest of which
are shown on Figure 2. The gneissic margin of the granitic rocks is a

zone of intense shearing and faulting. S everal types of structure present
in it suggest that deformations have occurred at widely spread intervals
of time. Veins of aplite and aplitic granite, sorne deformed, and others
not deformed, occur both along and acroÊs the foliation direction in parts
of the coarse gneissic granite. These suggest that the first defornnation

may have been during its emplacement. Intensely foliated zones, hard
siliceous mylonites', and zones of unconsolidated, crushed, rock and

breccia are evidence of several later stages of deformation.
Two main types of faults are present:
(") Transcurrent faults which are steeply dipping and
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generally aknost parallel to the eastern boundary of the

granitic rocks.

(b) Overthrust faults which mostly strike almost at right
angles to the tranecurrent ones, and dip at 1ow angles

towards the South.

Throughout the entire area, even at great distances from the

major faults, the rocks are j.ntetsected by rrrrmerous slickensided joints

and minor faults. The displacement directions shown by the overthrust
and transcur::ent faults, and also by the majority of slickensided joints,
suggest that in the rnost recent tectonic phases a series of granitic blocks

have been thrust upwards and towards the Dfc¡rth. The blocks appear to

be separated from one another, and also bounded on the eastern side by

transcurrent faults.

PREI,IMINARY INVESTIGATIONS AND SITB SELECTION

There are rnany alternative arrangernents for the development

of the Tumut River dcwnstrearn from Turnut I power station (Otsen, 1955).

In the preliminary investigation stage, the geological aspects of each

alternative were studied, in order to establish the geologicar
practicability of each of its features, and to determine the nature of the

geological problems involved. l.t was necessary to obtain sufficient
geological information about the alternative proposals to enable a
realistic cornparison to be made between thern.

The various arrangements investigated for Tumut z project
included several with underground power stations, and one with a surface
station. The sites for these were located on both sides of the Tumut
valley over a distance of about ? miles. Geological reconnaissance
mapping on a scale oÍ.4 inches = I mile was carried out over the whole
area covered by the alternatives, and full advantage was taken of the

fresh rock exposures along and near the banks of the'rumut River, by
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mapping these on a scale of I inch = 20o f.eet. Geological mapping on

this scale was also carried out on the ground surface above several of
the power station sites, and in nearby creeks where rocks are exposed.

r¡our of the power-station sites were explored directly by means of
diamond drilling, and trenclres cut by hancl or by bulldozer were used to
provide additional surface exposures in areas of few outcrops, The

seismic refraction rnethod was used to deterrnine the depths of the

weathered mantle at three of the surge tank sites.
These geological studies provided an importa.nt part of the data

used to cleterrníne the most favourable alternative. The principal
geological problems recognized we::e (") the great depths of weathering
of the rocks beneath many of the slopes, particularly beneath spurs, and

(b) the presence of numerous major faults in the area, mostly in or near
the deformed zone adjacent to the rneta-sedimentary rocks. Several cf
the layouts investigated were geologically inferior due to extensive
weatheling at their surge tank sites, and in others the underground
station sites were located in or near zones of faulting, ancl rock of
suitable quality for econornic construction was not present.

!-igure 2 shows the arrangernent which wae adopted. The power

station is located on the eastern side of the Tumut valley near the mouth
of Eight Mile Creek. The Tumut River in this area flows in a channel
30 to 100 feet wide, with cliffs risíng 50 to 100 feet above water level on

both banks. Above the cliffs the slopes become flatter (30o to 45o) and

are mainly covered by soil and vegetation, ãnd deeply weathered. Eight
Mile Creek which has cut a deep, V-shaped gorge into the valley side,
flows down to the Turrrut River as a series of rapids and waterfalls. It
has cut through the zone of intense weathering, and. as a ïesult the depths
of weathering irr the sides of its gorge are less than in most parts of the

Tumui valley at equivalent levels. T'resh rock outcrops ali:rost
continuousiy along the creek banks near water level.
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This site for the powe:: station offered several advantages. The

gorges of Eight Mile Creek and the Turnut River providecl almost

continuorls rock cxposures, from which it was possible to obtain a goocl

initial picture of rock ccnditions in this area by means of detailed

geological rrrapping (Figures 3 and 4). The rocky nature of Eight Mile

Creel< channel rnade it,possible to design a surge tank of the overflow

type, discharging i-nto the creek. The underground surge chamber was

located on the left bank of the creek, taking advantage of the relatively

shallow depth of weathering in the gorge. An ancient boulder- and

gravel-filled channel near the mouth of the creek provided a relatively
flat terrace suitable for a cableyard site.

Granitic gneise and granite are the n:ost abundant rocks, and

are intruded by numerous nearly vertical dykes, which are parallel to
one another and to the Tumut River direction. The dykes increase ih

number and in width as the mouth of Eight Mile Creek is approached.

The majority of jointe and rr¡inor faults exposed in the rocks are vertical
or alffroet so, and strike in two n:ain directions, namely; (i) parallel
to the dykes and to the Tumut River direction, and (ii) almost

perpendicular to the dykes, and roughly parallel to the valley of Eight

Mile Creek. The contacts between the dykes and granitic rocks were

in many cases sheared. Although the upper slopes over the site were

mainly soil covered and extensively weathered, the quartz-rich
porphyries ufere resistant to chernical weathering, and usually formed

outcrops or else were indicated by loose, angular fragments at the ground

surface. By objectively mapping all of the surface geological features,

as on Figure 3, it was possible to infer several dislocations of the dykes

by rrrinor faults of direction (ii). The detailed rnapping also confirrrred

the presertce of a 400-foot wide major fault zone several hundred feet

to the East of the site. This zone, indicated on Figures 2 and 3, had

been suspected from the results of earlier reconnaissance mapping.
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Diamond drilling \¡/as carried out to explore two possible sites

in this area. The first site, 400 feet beneath the ancient channel near

the creek mouth, was explored by three holes, D,Hs. 5?76,577?, and

5778. The other site, 600 to 800 feet beneath the right bank, and 1000

feet upstream from the creek mouth, was explored by only one clrill hole

(O.U. 57?9) from the surface. The projected positione of the drilt holes

are shown on Figures 3 and 4. The rock in rnost of the holes was tested
for permeability, by isolating with a rubber packer each 20-foot long

section drilled, and pumping in measured quantities of water under
measured pressures, The core recovery was 100 percent, or alrnost
so, throughout most of the holes. The cores showed the rock at power
station levels at each site to be mainly fresh and strong, but intersected
by numerous slickensided and coated joints, and several minor faults.
The permeability tests gave very prornising results. In the case of
D.H. 5779, a surnmarized log of which is ehown on tr'igure 6, rnost 20-

foot long sections of the hole below the top 100 feet were watertight, and

other sections showed small leakages of up to a maximum of 0.8 gallons
per rrrinute with a pressure of 200 pounds per square inch applied at the

surface. This was taken to indicate that most of the joints were tightly
closed, even though they were slickensided and in some cases coated

with soft materials.

The site 1000 feet upstrearn frorn the creek mouth was adopted,

partly because the rock rwas more uniform and contained fewer dykes than
that near the creek mouth. 'rhere were also several engineering
advantages.

DESIGN

The Prelirrrinary Layout

J. A. S. Mcleod (1958) classifies underground hydro-electric

Power stations into two types, based on the cross-sectional shape of the

machine hall. The conventional type has a machine hall with high
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vertical walls and an arched roof. The other type which is less common,
has a machine hall of roughly semi-circular section, and, was developed
prímarily f.or construction in poor rock where the construction of high
vertical walls was not feasible.

At Tumut 2 the results of investigations carried out du.ring
selection of the site indicated that it would probably be feasible to
construct a chamber of the vertical-walled type. This was very desirable
from the engineering viewpoint. The design stage work commenced with
the preparation of a preliminary design orttlayoutn for a station of this
type, ueing all of the relevant geological data obtained during the earlier
work' Thus the positions of the chambers in this preliminary layout \/ere
selected after careful consideration of both the surface exposures and the
core of D'H. 5779, and of the correlation between them. Likewise the
orientation of the rrrain chambers was chosen so as to be best suited to the
joint pattern in the rocks. Because of the lack of persistent and uniform
foliation in the granitic gneiss, it was not possible to determine the true
orientation of joints and rninor faults in the core of D. H. 5?7g. The
orientation of the chambers was therefore chosen mainly on the basis that
the two nearly vertical joint sets (i) and (ii) 6een in surface exposures
would be the rnost prominent ones at the power station levels. It was
considered undesirable that the vertical walls of the chambere should lie
parallel or nearly so to eithe¡ of these rnain joint sets, and so the long
axe6 of the chambers were to bisect the roughly 90o angle between them.

Objectives of Ge ological VI/ork

The preliminary layout was still however of a tentative nature,
and it was apPreciated that during the detailed design stage it would be
possible to make limited adjustrnents in the power station location and
orientation, and in the arrangement of the various chambers. Thus the
main objective of the geological work was to ol¡tain very detailed
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information on the rock structure, so that the design finally adopted could
make best use of the rock in the limited area available at this stage. the
detailed knowledge of the rock was also necesÊaty for the design of the
engineering etructures, particulatly of the ternporary and permanent
supports for the chambers, and of means for ground water drainage.

Detailed Exploration

It was decided to drill no further holes from the ground surface
into the site,partly because of the great lengths of the holes required,
and partly because of the extremely difficult accees to drilting sites in
Eight Mile Creek gorge. An exploratory tunnel, I feet high and ó feet
wide, was commenced from the cableyard site near the mouth of Eight
Míle Creek, and driven into the transformer and machine hall sites of
the preliminary layout as shown on Figure 5. It was proposed that the
exploratory tunnel ehoutd aerve as a pilot excavation for the cable and

ventilation tunnel of. any layout adopted at the site. The main advantages

of the tunnel aB a means of exploration were as follows:
(i) In a tunnel driven into the site the actual behaviour of the rock

when excavated by blasting could be observed.
(ii) The attitude of individual joints and minor faults, and their

persietence, could be observed. Thie is usua[y not possible
from diamond drill cores. The tunnel also showed the

character of the joint eurfaces, the preBence and nature of
soft joint coatings and very narro\ry crushed seams, and. any

separation of the joint planes. These features of the rock
ûì.ass, which were moet important in any consideration of the

rock behaviour in a latge opening, were difficult to assess
from diamond drill cores alone.

(iii) A better aBsese ment of the sources and quantíties of ground
water ínflows could be made from the tunnel than from diamond
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drilling, and actual measurements of groundwater pressures at

the power station levele could be made.

(i") Meaeurements of the natural state of stress of the rock at the

site could be made in the tunnel.

(") The exploratory tunnel provided acceBs into the actual rock mass

in which the excavations were to be rnade, which could therefore

be inepected by representatives of tenderers for the cc¡nstruction

of the station. It was considered that such inspections would

reduce undertainties in the rninds of tenderers when assessing

rock and groundwater conditions at the site.

It was undesirable to extend the exploratory tunnel too far into

the eite while the final positions of tJ¡e proposed large chamberB were

not fixed. To extend the geological picture obtained frorn the exploratory
tunnel and D, H. 5779, five gently sloping diamond drill holes, D.H. s 5?03

to 5?0? (inclusive) were dritted into the site from charnbers excavated

near the end of the tunnel. The positions of the holes are shown on

Figure 5 and Plate 2. One hole, D.H. 5706, was sloped downwards at

llo, and the remaining four were sloped upwards at angles between ?o

and l2o.

To aesist in the interpretation of the geological data from surface

mapping, diamond drilling, and the exploratory tunnel, a geological
model of the area on a scale of I inch = 50 feet was constructed. The

geology was plotted onto thin aluminium rods which represented the

diamond drill holes, and also onto thin perspex sheete which showed the

proposed engineering structures. Plate 2 shows another model on a

scale of I inch = l6 feet, which was initially constructed by the design

engineers. The factual geology frorn the diamond rlrill cores was

plotted onto the rods which represented the drilt holes, and the

interpreted geology was painted onto the cardboard scale model of the

propoeed chambers. As well as providing a useful meanB for the
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interpretation of the detailed geology, this model allowed the design

engineers to see a clear three-dirnensional picture of the geology, and

of its relation to the cornplicated group of openings proposed.

Exploratory Tunnel

The exploratory tunnel, ehown on Figures 3 and 4, coneisted of

a 644-foot long sloping section, and a 336-foot long horizoîtal drive. It
passed mainly through granitic gneise, intruded in two places by biotite

granite, and also intruded try several porphyry and dolerite dykes. The

first granite met was in the top 150 feet, and formed part of a thick sheet

of granite which occurs near the ground surface over most of the slte.

The contact between this granite and the gneiss below it was obscured by

a porphyry dyke which intruded both the gneisg and granite. The other

section of granite was met in the horizontal drive, when this passed through

the propoeed transformer hall of the preliminary layout. The contacts

between the granite and gneiss in this section were poorly defined and

gradational over several feet. Several of the dykes had tight, intrusive

contacts with the granitic rocks, and showed narrow irregular rrstringetsil

passing into the latter. In other places the rock along and near the

contacts was flaky due to shearing. All of the dykes and most of the minor

faultg met by the tunnel were found to correlate directly with exposutes

rnapped on the ground surface above, and along the banks of Eight Mile

Creek.

Below the top 20 feet the rocks were alrnost entirely fresh.

They were intersected by nunìeroue joints, but as suggested already by

diamond drilling in the area, the joints were mostly tightly closed, and

cemented by slickensided veneers of chlorite and calcite. The majoriùy

of joints belonged to the nearly vertical sets (i) and (ii), which were

prominent in the surface exposures. The diagram on Figure 5 shows

these two main joint sets, and their relation to the horizontal drive
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portion of the exploratory tunnel. Very few gently dipping joints were //
observed in the tunnel, Several minor faults which were met wer.e

parallel to joint set (i), i.e. parallel to the dykes and almost at right
angles to the tunnel. These were mostly sheared zonea of the flaky but
firm type shown on Plate I I , and caused little or no overbreak or
instability in the tunnel. The last 250 feet of the horizontal drive wag

intersected by several n¡inor faults parallel to joint set (ii). These
faulte, which are shown in plan on tr'igure 5, consisted of narrow crushed
geams, of the type indicated on Plate 12. Water seepages and very
small flows issued from these seams, and the adjacent granitic rocks
were generally partly softened due to chemical alteration. The soft
nature of the material forming the seams, and the shallow angles at
which they intersected the drive, caused this section of the tunnel to be

more loosened by blasting and to have greater overbreak than rnost of the

sloping section.

Except for the short weathered section near the portal, the

tunnel was driven entirely without support. In most places, scaling
down of the surface layer of loosened rock after blasting rev.ealed

compact rock with tightly closed joints, which could not be scaled
further with a pick or crowbar.

Detailed Geology frorn Desisn Stage V¡'ork

The exploratory tunnel and diamond drill cores weïe logged in
detail on a scale of I inch = l0 feet. Surnmarised logs, of which those
shown on Figure ó are typical, were also prepared. The geological
picture obtained from the results of diamond drilling, as well as from
the tunnel, is shown on Figure 5 and plate Z.

Rock Types

The most abundant rock was granitic gneiss. A ?0- to
100-foot wide sheet of biotite granite passed obliquely through the site,
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and wa6 dipping approximately 50o towards the north. The boundaries
between the granitic gneiss and granite were gradational over distances
of'2 to l0 feet' Three vertical porphyry dykes passing through the south-
eaetern part of the site were intersected by D.H. s 5?04 and 5705. these
dykes ranged in width from 5 up to 15 feet, and in most places in the core6
their contacts with the granitic gneiss were intrusive. Another porphyry
dyke, l0 to l5 feet wide, paseed through the bend in the exploratory tunnel,
and was also intereected near the bottom of D.H. 5?7g, the hole drilled
previously from the ground surface. Two vertical dolerite dykes, 6 to
l2 inches and I to z inches wide respectively, were intersected by the
exploratory tunnel near the collar of D.H. sro4, and also by D.H. s s?o7
and 57?9 ' Petrographic descriptions of the rocks, and tables showing
their physical properties are in Appendix I and II respectively.

Jointin€

All of the rocks were intersected by n'meroue joints. It was
evident from both the exploratory tunnel and the drill cores that the
character and spacing of the jointe were related to a large extent to rock
type. In both the granite and granitic gneiss most joints were tightly
closed, cemented by slickensided coatings of chlorite, or calcite, or some
of each' Some of the calcite coatings were partly cruehed, causing them
to be very soft and powdery. Thin veneers of cruehed rock were arso
present on 6ome joints. Plate ? shows a face of a typical joint in granitic
gneise' In the granitic rocks the joints were epaced between I inch and
2 f'eet apart, predominantly about 6 inches in the granitic gneiss, and
about l2 inches in the biotite granite. closer spacings occurred in
sheared zones (etate ll) and adjacent to gome crushed seams. Although
many of the joints were slightly curved, and intersected by neighbouriug
joints, moet of them appeared to persist for considerable distanceE¡, as
l'ar as could be judged from the exploratory tunner. rn the porphyry
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(etate 8), most of the joints were tightly closed, and their surfacea \rere
almost planar when viewed broadly, but in detail were quite rough.
Slickensiding was far less corrrmon than in the granitic rocke. Joints
were usually cemented by calcite, which commonly contaíned fine
clueters of pyritic grains, and a few were limonite stained. They were
spaced between 0.5 and 6 inches apart, predominently 2 inches, and

most of them terminated near the dyke contacts (pfate 6).

The chlorite and calcite coatings made relatively weak cements,
especially when the joints were slickensided, and hence the rocks
tended to break along the joint planee rather than across their own

fabric. This was evident in the exploratory tunnel, where in moet
sections more than 50 percent of the excavation surfaces were joint
planes. This rrpercent breakage along joint planestt was considered to
be a useful factor for agsesaing and describing the mechanical properties
of the rock maBB, and it was recorded during geological logging of the

exploratory tunnel, and of all of the later tunnels and excavations for
the power station. In the tightly jointed granitic rocks at Tumut z,
this factor was controlled to a large extent by the joint epacing and

orientation relative to the excavation eurfaces. Due to the jarring
received during drilling and on removal from the core-barrel, the rock
cores had already parted along many of the weakly cemented joint planes

by the time they were in core-boxes ready for logging. rt was usually
possible however to findrrsticksrt of core t to Z feet long which would
break along one or more weakly cemented joints when struck with a

hammer.

Minor Fau1ts

Each diamond drill hole intersected several minor faulte, some

being of tl¡e gheared flaky type, and others being narrou/ crushed seamg,
Particular care was taken during drilling to recover as far as possible
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all the material in the zones and searns. As driuing progressed, the
intersections of these minor faults were plotted objectivety in plan and on
sectione, and painted on the aluminium rods on the model shown on plateZ.
At the same tirne work proceeded on correlation of the seam6 and, zones
from one hole to another, and between all of the drill holes and the
exploratory tunnel.

It was not possible to orient reliably the drill cores, due to the
lack of any sufficiently pronounced and persistent foliation or other
directive structure in the fabric of the rocks. However D.H.s 5?03 to
5?0ó were drilled from 600 to 90o to the planes of joints and seams of
set (ii), and it could be fairly reliably assumed. that structuree making
angles between ó0o and 90o to the axis of their cores belonged to that set,
Similarly D.H. 570? was drilled almost normal to the structures in
Bet (i), which could therefore be distinguished readily in the coreÊ from
this hole. As every hole drilled from the tunnel sloped gently, the
attittrdes of structuree intersecting a core at acute angles to the axis of
the hole could not be determined reliably. These structures could be

either gently dipping, or steeply or moderatety dipping, striking at emall
angles to the drill hole direction. A factor which assisted in the
correlation was the rather marked difference in character of the minor
faults in sets (i) and (ii). Ttrie difference had been seen in the exploratory
tunnel expoeure6.

chemical alteration of the granitic rocks tended to hamper
correlation. In the exploratory tunnel, irregular patches of soft,
altered rock occurred at the intersection of narrow seams of set (ii) with
other jointe and seams, aird it was evident that a hole passing through the
intersection area would give the impression of a single, wide soft zone
rather than the true picture. Such a situation is illuetrated by plate lZ.
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Fina1 Layout of the Power Station

It was possible eventually to obtain a logical correlation from
about 70 percent of the minor faults met by the drill holes and exploratory
tunnel, as shown on Figure 5 and Plate 2. The remaining 30 percent
which could not be logically correlated included several narrow partly
crushed and sheared zones in the porphyry dykes rnet in D.H. s?04.
These zones were limonite stained. The porphyry dykes were quite
intact and free of limonite staining, where met 100 feet away inD.H. 5?05.

The six minor faults or zones of minor faults which could be readily
correlated are labelled A to F on Figure 5. V¡ith the exception of Zone B,
all the structures were steeply dipping or nearly vertical . zone A, the
widest and worat zone, wa6 intersected along the first 4O to 60 feet of
D.H.s 5?03 to 5706 and along the last 250 feet of the horizontal drive. In
the preliminary layout thie zone passecl along most of the proposed
transformer hall, and through one end of the rnachine hall, and the

connecting tunnel between these two charnbers. To avoid this zone,

and to place the deep central portion of the machine hall in rock
virtually free from rninor farrlts , tkrc I'ad.opted layoutrt shown on Figure 5

was choBen. It was appreciated that it would not be possible to choose
any layout which would avoid all of the zonee of minor faulting.

Orientation of the Machine Hall

The orientation of the Machine Hall in the adopted layout was

chosen after consideration of the directions of both jointing and faulting
in the exploratory tunnel, and of the directions of minor faults determined
by correlation between drill holes. The diagram on Figure 5 is a

replica of one produced for the deeigners, and shows the adopted rnachine
hall axis in relation to the two main sets of structures and to two other
less prominent sets. It wae realised that the traneformer hall of the

adopted layout was oriented almost parallel to set (ii) structures.
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However exposuree in the exploratory tunnel near the end of the

transformer hall, and the results of diamond drilling indicated that h" 
.r.

likelihood of set (ii) structures causing major instability in the

transformer hall walls was not gteat.

Prediction of Rock Behaviour

An accurate knowledge of the physical properties of the rocks,
and a detailed understanding of the structure and mechanical properties

of the rock mass, were not in themselves eufficient to enable tJre

designers to predict behaviour of the rock masa around the proposed

openings. It was necessary in addition to consider the type and

magnitude of the forces which would act upon the rock mass when

excavations were made in it. The two main types of force recognised

were as follows:

(") The direct force of gravity acting on loosened rock

exposed at the excavation surface: Individual joint blocks could

separate from the rock masB when jarred by blasting. If such blocke

did not have sufficient interlock with adjacent blocks, they could fall
under their own weight. tr'igure 7, Diagram A, illustrates failure of

this type. The block in the roof may be entirely free to fall, but the

block in the wall would have to slide or rotate againet the joints at íte
sides and base before fall-out could occur.

(b) Stresees present in the rock prior to excavation: The

following notes are based on considerations by D.G. Moye (1958,

Reference 16, and 1960, Reference 26) who describes the probable

nature of these forces, and their likely effects during construction of a
large excavation in jointed rock. He considers that the rock stresses

would include those developed due to the weight of overlying rock, and

possibly also ones of tectoaic origin, and also assume6 that before

excavation commences, the site would be in a state of equilibrium.
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ÏV'hen a large opening is made the rock near the excavation surface would..,
be weakened to some extent by blasting, and further weakened as it
became partly unconfined. This rock would be left to carry the load
previously carried by the rock removed. The magnitude and pattern of
the stresses developed in this rc.¡ck around. the opening would depend
largely upon the initial or primary state of strees, and the shape and
eize oî. the opening. The ability of the rock to withetand these etresses
would depend upon its strength and mechanical properties. complete
failure by rupturing of a section of rock at the excavation surface could
cause a rock-fall ae described in (a) above, and adclítional load to be

transmitted to the rock immediately behind. If a section partially
failed (Figure 7, Diagram B), but rernained interlocked with adjacent
sections, it would continue to support some load, and lese load would be
transmitted to the section behind. rf. this section could adequately
support its share of the load without failure, then equilibrium would have
been reached. If not, then it would also fail, (but to a lesser extent than
the section in front of it), and this progressive partial failure would
continue until equilibrium rrdas reached.

lT ith the generally tightly jointed rocks at Tumut 2 it wae felt
that failure due to direct gravity effects on individual blocks could be
prevented or controlled by the use of rock bolt supports. However, the
extent to which elaetic deformation and I'progressivett failure of the type
shown in (b) might occur could not be assessed. until the probable
magnitude and pattern of the streeses were known. At Tumut I power
station, located 1200 feet underground in similar rocks to those at
Tumut 2, stress concentrations during construction had caused strong
comPression to develop in the arch ríbs in the roof, and slight rotation
of the abutments, which led to sonre spalling of the concrete arch ribs
and abutment beams. Inward movements of the high vertical '¡¿alle
occurred during excavation and were observed by precise survey methode
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(r.e. Lang, lg57 and D.G. Moye, lgsg). stress meaÊurements made'
at Tumut I during construction of tne large chambers indicated vertical
compressive stresses of up to 5,500 p.6.i., and horizontal obes of up
to 3,050 p. s. i.

At Tumut 2 advantage was taken of the emall exploratory tunnel
of simple (rectangular) shape, and meaourementa of rock stres6 were
made well before commencement of construction of the main chambers.
The measuremeDts were made by officers of the Authotítyta physical
sciences Branch, using the frat jack method developed by M.E. Tincelin
(tgSZ). Their results, shown on Table l, showed that natural cclmpreseive
etresses at the site were considerably greater than could be expected from
the weight of overburden alone. Alexander and Worotnicki (tlS9) wtro
described the work, sbowed a etress concentration effect related to the
surface topography to account for the high vertical etress at the site, but'
suggested that the high horizontal stresse6 were probably of tectonic
origin, related to past activity in the region.

TABLE I
Primary Compressive Stres6eB at Tumut 2

Power Station Site

Computed from
FIat Jack

Obs e rvations

Computed on
Basis of

Overburden De
Vertical stress

Horizontal stres s

1500 p. e. i. 840 p. s. i.

(perpendicular to drive direction) rg00 p. s.i. 100 to 250 p. s.i.
Horizontal strees

(paratlel to drive direction) 1900 p. s.i.

Photoelastic studieg were carried out by l¡V'orotnícki (1958,
References 24 and 25) to determine the possible stress pattern around
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the proposed Machine Hall, and also to asee6s the changes in tÌ¡e streee
pattern which would occur during the progreeo of the excavation. His
etudies showed that zones of tension would probably occur in the upper
parts of the high vertical walls during deepening of the excavation, and,

that considerable loeses of compression would occur at lower levels.
Another tension zone was indicated in the rock floor of the station on the
downstream side.

\t/orotnicki also showed that the arch roof of the station would be

strongly compressed during deepening of the excavation below roof
abutment level, and that an appreciable portion of the final compressive
strees in the roof would be developed during excavation of the rock in the
firet 2O f.eet below roof abutment level.

Application of Rock Behaviour Studies

The typee of temporary and perrnanent oupports to be ueed in tl¡e
large excavations were decided upon by the designers after consideration
of the probable behaviour of the rock mas6 during and after conetruction.
Predictions which were made were based partly on the geological and
other studies described above, and to a large extent aleo upon the
experience obtained during the construction of Tumut l, which is of
similar dimensions and is located in geuerarly similar rock. (t.e. Lang,
1957, and D.G. Moye, 1958, Reference 16, and r960, Referenc e 26l.

It was considered that rock bolts would províde adequate support
for the rock during excavation in most places. These were prescribed
as the main form of conetruction support. provision was made for
smaller amounts of conventiooal eteel I-beam supports to be used in any
areas in which rock bolte alone were inadequate. Throughout most of
the works the rock bolts were to be grouted in place, and hence would
form part of the permanent support.
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A close pattern of grouted rock bolts was envisaged for both the

temporary and perffranent support of the greater part of the high vertical
walls of the machine hall. In the arch roofs of the machine and

tranaforrner halls, lightly reinforced concrete ribs \¡/ere proposed for
Permanent support, in addition to patterns of rock bolts grouted in place.
The roof-ribs at Tumut 2 were designed to be nominally 2 f.eet thick,
that is, only half the nominal thicknese of those at Tumut l. The ribe
were l0 feet wide and quite independent of each other, as there were to
be no reinforced concrete abutment beams of the type at Tumut l. The
thinner ribs were designed to be more flexible, ancl being independent of
one another they were leso prone to damage by differential rock movements
than interconnected ones. Should the abutnrent rock for an individual rib
break away, or be loosened to such an exterrt that a suitable foundation for
the rib cotrld not be obtained at the nominal abutment level, then the
abutment could be excavated deeper locally until a suitable foundation was

obtained, and the rib extended downwards to this foundation. To protect
the concrete ribs from damage due to compreseive forces developed
during deepening, it was specified that no concrete placement for the ribe
could commence until the excavation had progressed to ZO feet below
abutment level.

Groundwater Observations

Both the granitic and dyke rocks have a very low porosity and
are virtually impervious in hand specimens, but it was appreciated that
groundwater could exist in open joints and jointed zones in the rocks, and

could prove to be a construction hazard in several posaible ways. Large
quantities of water flowing from open joints into the main excavationa
could make wor:king conditions unpleasant, and could cause flooding, or
else make expensive pumping facilities necessary. \Mater flows could
wash out the soft material in minor faulte, or else cause softening of
joint coatinge, thue reducing the bond between adjacent joint blocks.
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lVater in slightly open joints could exert high pressures on the rock, which

in turn could result in failure of the rock near excavation surfaces,

particularly near the proposed high vertical walls. Consideration had

to be given to groundwater pressures and quantities in the design of

concrete linings or structurefi cast against t}¡e rock surface, and in the

design of steel lining for the pressure shafts,

Diamond drill ho!.es put down in and rrear the site during the

site selection stage gave early indications that most joints in the rocks

were tightly closed, and that groundwater would be present only in very

few slightly open joints, and possibly along and near some of the minor

faults. Permeability teets on D. H. 5779, where it passed close over

the roof of the adopted machine hall, showed most 20-foot long sections

to be watertight. The remaining few sections showed small leakages of

up to 0.8 galtor¡s per minute (48 gallons per hour) with water pressures

of 200 p. s.i. applied at the ground surface. Similar results were

obtained during perrneability tests on other holes drilled near the site.
After the completion of drilling the groundwater level in every hole was

close to tl¡e ground surface. In D.H. 577?, which was sloped at 45o

downwards into the Tumut Valley wall, a srnall artesian flow was struck
at 47O feet, that is, 526 feet vertically below the ground surface. The

water inflow eection was isolated with a rubber packer and its pressure

was measured by means of a gauge at the hole collar. The rneasured

pressure of 50 p.s.i. is equivalent to a water head of l16 feet above the

gauge level, which suggested that the water table above this point in the

hole is very close to the ground surface, as shown on Figure 4.

Another hole, D.H. 5780, sloped into the steeply rising left bank of Eight

MiIe Creek, also encountered a small artesian flow, but the pressure

was not recorded.

The exploratory tunnel c<¡nfirmed the impermeable nature of

the average rcck, as indicated by the diamond drilling. The tunnel
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v/alls and roof were predcminantly rlamp or dry, with water eeepages

from slightly cpen jcints in some of the dylces, and from minor faults .

The only measurable water flows occurred from several minor faults in

Zone A, (Figure 5) which was inet in both the horizontal and sloping

sections cf the tunnel. The tc¡tal water inflow into the tunnel on

completion of its excavation was 1500 gallons per hour.

Diamond drilling into the site from the exploratory tunnel gave

additional inforrnation on both the perrneability of the rock rnass, and

groundwater preesures. As each hole passed through the site,

ûreasurements \pere made of the rate at which water flowed from it.
Steady small increases in the rates of flow occurred as drílling
progres sed and additional water -bearing structureB \ilere intersected.

In some places sudden Iarger increases in the rates of flow indicated

the main water-bearing joints or seaffrs. These observations were

plotted on the geological loge of the drill holes, as shown on the

gummarized log of D.H. 5707, on Figure .6. In this hole the flow

íncreased slowly but steadily to l5 gallons per hour until the hole

reached 157 Í.eet, where a sudden increase to 90 gallons per hotrr

occurred. The core frorn thie section of the hole showed a naf rov/

crushed seam and dolerite dyke 6 inches wide. Other sharp increases

in the flow occurred near 26O leet and 303 feet, but the core did not

indicate any unuBual structuree in these eections.

D.H. 5705 was the first hole drilled, and on corr^rpletion water

was flowing out at the rate of 120 gallons Þer hour. The hole was sealed

off, firstly by concreting a short length of casing into its collar, and

attaching a valve and Bourdon gauge (Method l, Figure 4). The mgximum

pressure recorded was 148 p.c.i., and was reached approximately 20

days after sealing. The reason for this delay is not:ii.notvvo¡ but it may

have been due to the gradual expulsion of air trapped in the hole.

Slight leakage occurred around the edges of the concrete seal, and the
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seepage rate frorn nearby joints in the tunnel increased noticeably.

Coneidering the vertical cover of ó00 to 800 feet, and assuming a water

table cloee to the ground surface, it was concluded that the pressure

recorded was unrealistic, probably due to leakage into the tunnel through

a zoîe of slightty open jointe and minor faults (Zone A, Figure 5). To

avoid thie zone, which intersected the first 45 f,eet of the drill core, the

hole was eealed by rneans of a rubber packer placed 70 feet from the

collar, iu a eection where the core indicated sound rock (Method Z,

Figure 4). A few hours after sealing by this method, the preseure had

reached 268 p. s.i. and after 13 days a steady presoure of 305 p.s.i. was

reached, indícating a static water head of 700 feet above the gauge level.

The four other holee drilted through the eite were also sealed off by this

second method, and their maximum pressure6 raoged from 205 to

?60 p. s.i., all less than that of the first hole, Teets carried out by

opening the holes one by one and recording the changes in pressure in
other holes indicated that there were groundwater connectione of varying

degrees between all the holee, and this being so, it was logical to assume

that they also existed between the tunnel and the drill holes. It was

therefore concluded that the highest pres6ure recorded , 305 p. s. i. in

D.H. 5705, would approach the initial groundwater preesure, i.e. that

which existed before the area was disturbed by the exploration.
An indication of the pressure gradient in the tíg}rtly jointed rocks

was given by two holes, l0 feet and 20 feet long respectively, which

were drilled into the wall of a drilling chamber in the exploratory tunnel.

The hole l0 feet long passed through rock of very low permeability and

produced a water flow of only I gallon per hour, which when sealed off
with a packer gave a maximum pressure of 167 p.s.i. The 20 foot long

hole gave a higher water flow of 55 gallons per hour, and a maximum

pre6sure of 145 p.s.i. when sealed off 6 feet from its collar.
Becauee such high groundwater pressures and steep pressure
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gradients could exist in the tightly jointed rocks, provisions for
groundwater drainage were an important feature of the Tumut ? design.

No pressure grouting of the rock to control or prevent water inflows was

provided for, and it was proposed that pres6ure grouting for rock
consolidation purposes should be kept to a nrinimurrr. The concrete

roof-ribs for the machine and transforrner halls were cast against the

rock, but separated frorn each other by drainage slots 2 f,eet wide

exposing the rock. Frorn the slots a pattern of drainage holes was to
be drilled Z0 feet into the rock over the roof , to provide further relief to

groundwater pressures. The vertical rock walls of the chambers were

treated in a sirnilar manner, by means of a pattern of holes spaced 20

feet apart vertically and horizontally, drilled 20 feet into the rock at

angles of 50 to l0o d,ownwards frorn the horizontal. AIt drainage holes

were to be drilled as soon as possible after exposure of ttre rock, but

after grouting in place of rock bolt supports. The steel lining for the

Pressure shafts was designed to withstand external water pressure based

on a groundwater column extending to the ground surface above the line
of the shafts.

Concrete Aggregates

The location of suitable materials for both coarse and fine

aggregates for the Tumut 2 Project presented a difficult problem for
several reasons. Because of the youthful nature of the gorges of the

Tumut River and its tributary creeks, deposits of natural sand and

gravel occur rarely along them, and very few of the deposits which do

exist are sufficiently large to be considered as a materials source for
the project. Several deposits of gravel along the Tumut River 4 to 5

m.iles downstream from tJre power station site were explored and found

to contain excessively large quantities of material wtrich had become

eoftened by chemical weathering in the period eince deposition.

Petrographic examination of the main granitic and dyke rocks indicated
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that with the exception of material from the deforrned marginal zor.e these

would probably produce suitable coarse aggregates when crushed.

Suitable surface sites for quarrying the desired amounts of fresh rock
were rare, however, due to the extensively weathered nature of most of

the slopes and plateau country. A few areas of steep ctiffs adjacent to

the Tumut River presented the only possible surface sites, and with
these were the problems of difficult and expensive access, and lack of
working space. In addition, there was the likelihood that quarrying
operations would cause the extensively weathered slopes above to become

unstable.

Another problern associated with conetruction of the project was

the location of suitable areas for the disposal of rock spoil frorn the

excavations. Because of the steep sided, narrow nature of the gorges,

there were very few suitable areas near the power station site, and each

of these was of limited capacity. the use of rock spoil as a source of

concrete aggregate was therefore seen as a ugeful solution to the

aggregate problem. Detailed exploration of the po\r/er station site
indicated that the rock spoil obtained from this area would probably be

suitable for crushing for coarse aggregate. Triat concrete mixes and

etandard aggregate tests carried out by the Authority's Materials Branch
proved the suitability of the material, which was adopted as the rnain

coarBe aggregate source for the project. The tests also showed that

fine aggregate produced from the granitic rocks at the site was suitable
for lirnited use, blended with the natural sand propoeed as fine

aggregate.

After considerable exploration by means of percussion drilling
and trenching by bulldozers, extensive deposits of sand of early
Tertiary age \rere found beneath basaltic soil and talus at the southern

end of the Eight Mile Plateau. The geological work was carried out
and described by K.R. sharp (t957). These deposits were adopted as
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the maio source of fine aggregate.

CONSTRUCTION

Construction of the power station has been carried out by

contract, under the supervieion of the Snowy Mountains Authority.

Scope and Objectives of Geological \ÀIork

The chief object of the geological work during construction was

to provide assistance with clay to day construction problems, most of
which have sorne connection with the geology, especially during the

excavation stages. To provide this service it was necessary to have at
all times an up-to-date picture of the geology as expoeed in the

excavations, and to be sufficiently familiar with both the designs and

the construction technigues to futly understand the problems which arose
To obtain the geological picture and also the essential familiarity with
the job, detailed geological logs or maps were rr¡ade of the excavations
as they progressed, and the geology as exposed u,as reviewed and

correlated with the geological data obtained earlier during exploration
of the site.

Another aim of the geological work was to check that the
geological condítions actually encountered corresponded with those

assumed in the designs, so that if any significant discrepancy was

apparent the worke could still be constructed to suit the rock a6

exposed. A scale model used by the designers for this purpose
consisted of a perspex outer shell which displayed the interpreted
geological picture shown on Plate 2. r[hen the proposed excavation
procedure was known in detail, wooden blocks were made which
represented the sections of rock to be removed at the successive stages

of construction. As each detailed geological log was received from
the site, the main geological features were plotted onto the

appropriate wooden block, which was inserted into its place in ttre
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rnodel. This gave a direct conrparison between the predicted and actual
geology.

Together with photographs the geological logs providerr a

Permanent record of rock which was later covered by steel or concrete
linings, or by concrete walls. These records were to be used íÍ. arry

difficulty of a geological nature arose at a later stage of conetruction, or
during the operation of the station,

During the geological logging it was attempted to rerate the
geological detaíl in individual sections of the rock masE to their
behaviour during and after excavation, in particular, to their support
requirements. The results of the work were recorded whenever
poesible in the form of geological reports. These reports were of two
types. Short reports were prepared for action on the day-to-day problems,
and longer, comprehensive reports \Ã,ere prepared a€i records of the
construction. As well as their immediate use during construction, it was
intended that these reports and logs be used in the future by personnel
engaged in the planning or construction of underground works.

Geological Logging

The geological togging was rrrostly done under onditions which
were, to eay the least, i-nost unsuitable for scientific work. Except when
uee could be made of rroff-shiftr periods, logging wa6 carried out amid
the incessant noise and activity of high-speed mining operations. There
were numerous interruptions. The logging method adopted was tJrerefore
designed to make the geologist's field work straight-forward and rapid.
This was achieved by means of careful office and field preparatory work,
carried out rnainly by assistants.

The Authorityts standartl tunnel-log forrn was used almost
exclueively as a basis for the logs. the form is essentially a sheet
of tracing linen of standard size, printed with titte block and legend.

c
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Also printed on the sheet are numerous headings and blank columns.
The headings cover the cornplete range of tunnelling and geological data

to be recorded. Figures 9 to l2 were each produced on euch a form,
with eome adaptions. They have been reduced photographically for
inclusion in this thesis. The original scale of all of the Turnut 2 logs

was I ;740, or 20 feet to I inch.

Using the appropriate design drawings for dimensions, the

draftsman or assistant produced on the standard log sheet a suitable
outline drawing or projection of the excavation surface or surfaces to be

Iogged. In the case of Figure 9 the tunnel was depicted as three
parallel strips, as shown on the explanatory diagram at the extreme
left. Figure I0 was a plan view, and Figures ll and 12 were
elevations.

The field preparatory work consisted of marking up the

excavation surfaces with vertical lines or marks at regular chainagee,
usually every l0 feet. In high or sloping excavations a seriee of lines
of known level was also ertrployed. Brightly coloured crayons or paint
were used for the marks. The positions of these lines and rnarks
were plotted in coloured pencil on a dyeline print of the previously
prepared log sheet. This print was termed a field sheet, and was

clipped onto a rigid board for use in the field.
Having the field sheet and the excavation marked up with

equivalent lines, almost forming â rgridrr, the geologist was able to
plot the traces of the geological features largely by eye. A rnetallic
tape and ranging pole were employed where measurement was necessary
in the areas between marked lines. A Brunton transit was used for dip
measurements, but was unsuitable for strike measurements because of
the ptesence of construction rnachinery, and iron drainage and

ventilation pipes. To measure stríkes the field sheet was held
horizontal and oriented so tl¡at the line of section, plan, or elevation,
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on the drawing waa parallel to the equivalent line in the actual
excavation. A drawing scale held flat on the field sheet was pointed
along the observed strike direction, and the etrike line plotted
directly onfo the sheet. Because of the slightly curved, irregular
nature of many joints, it was often necessary to view them broadly,
rather than taking the strike along small joint faces.

It was appreciated that a graphic log nrade from one viewpoint,
and showing only the rock types end traces of geological structures,
would be of very lirnited value. Graphic logs produced in plan view,
or as three parallel strips as on Figure p, were therefore accompanied
by cross sections and logs of working faces. Those produced as

elevations were accompanied by plans at certain levels. Every
graphic log had an adjacent strip plan showing the true etrikes and

dipe of geological structuree.
This graphic picture of the excavation surface or surfaces ura6

supplemented by notes on the geology, type of rock breakage, and, ground
water. On all logs, and throughout all stages of the geological work, the
weathering products of granitic rocks rÃ,ere classified accordirig to Table Z,

which wae devised by Moye (t9s5), Aleo on the logs were records of
excavation progress, support during construction, photographs, and the
final support, lining, or treatment. on logs of tunnels (Figures 9 and

l0), individual sections were classified according to a qualitative table
of "Rock conditionr'(Table 3). This table vr,as devised by Moye (195g).
It is baeed partly on work of ralobre (195?), and rerzahgi (1946), and
partly on experience with the Authorityrs tunnels.

Geology of the Completed Excavations
The completed geological logs have been used to compile

Figure 8. The plan and sections on this drawing demonstrate that
the final geological picture is substantially the same as the

interpreted one, shown on Flate Z and Figure 5.
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TABLE 2

W'eathering Products of Granitic Rocks

Name Definition Engirree ring Properties

Completely
Weathered
Granite:

Highly
ï[eathe red
Granite:

Moderately
'W'eathered

Granite:

Slightly
ïV'eathered
Granite:

ïrresh
Granite:

grains oÍ. clay; biotite mica may be decomposed to
varying degreee ; it will disintegrate into a mass of
sandy clay when immersed in water and cannot often
be recovered a6 cores by ordinary diamond drilling
methods; often etained brown with limonite.
Intensely weathered granite, weakened to the extent
that pieces the size of. NX drill core (2$ inchee in
diameter) can be broken and crumbled in the hanrrs;
does not disintegrate when soaked in water and can
often be recovered as cores by careful diamond
drilling, but is often lost, often etained reddieh
brown due to limonite.
Granite considerably weathered throughout, but
posBessing strength euch that pieceg the size of
NX dritl core cannot be broken by the unaided hands;
often etained reddish brown with limonite.

Granite distinctly weathered throughout the fabric of
the rock, as ehown by slight limonite staining, and
some decomposition of the felspars; but its ãtrength
approaches that of fresh granite.
Granite, not discoloured in any way with limonite,
and of normal hardness and strength. Fresh
granite lying immediately beneath the various
types of weathered granite frequently shows
limonite ataine along joints; this is described astrfresh granite with limonite stained jointsrr.

can be excavated by hand, and by ripping, without the use of
explosives. uneuitable as foundations for conc¡ete dams or
large concrete struchrres; may be suitable for foundations of
earth dams (permeability of 5 to 100 feet per year)¡ unetable
in high cuttings at ângles steeper than l : l; may be suitable
for rolled earth fill for earth dam construction (permeability
0.1 to 5 feet per year); readily eroded by water ¿nd frost and
requires protection againet erosion.

very similar to those of completely weathered granite.

can be excavated with difficulty without the use of explosives;
may be suitable for foundations of small concrete structures;
its stability incuttings depends largely on jointing, the rock
itself being capable of standing vertically; mostly crumbles
under rdozer trackq; may be suitable for semi-pervioug fill
for dam construction; although the rock itself is practically
impervious, the rock ma6s is often highry permeable due to
the presence of opeD joints.

Requires use of explosives for excavation; often suitable
for foundations for concrete dams; practically impervioue
but the rock mass is often highly permeable due to the
presence of open joints; unsuitable as concrete aggregates.
Requires use of explosives for excavation; suitable for
foundations for concrete structures; practically impervious
but the rock mass is ofteo highly permeable due to the
presence of open joints; may be suitable as concrete
aggregate.
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TABLE 3

Rock Condition Clas sification

Clas eification Characteristic e

5 Good

5S

4 Moderately good

3 Mediocre

2 Poor

I Bad

0 Very bad

Rock rrrass ie perfectly eound, and vety
compact.

Rock mass is perfectly sound, and very
compact.
Spalling or popping occurs.

Rock rnas6 ie sound, but somewhat
loosened along joints. Support usually
not required.

Blocky and seamy, considerably
loosened along joints. Congiderable
support may be required.

Very blocky and seamy, much looeened
along joints, reguiring continuous
support.

Exerte considerable preasure o¡l
the supports.

Exerts considerable pressure on the
sides as well as the top of the supporte.
Includes ewellirrg and squeezíng ground.
Very difficult tuirnelling, special methods
often being necesBary.

Granitíc Rocks

The excavations are located mainly in Boomerang Creek granitic

gneise which ie inttuded by two steeply dipping sheet-like masees of

Happy Valley Granite. Both rocks ale grey in colour and usually medium

grained, but except in their gradational contact zones are readily

distinguished from one another at the eite. The granite tends to be

coarser grained and lighter grey in colour than the gneiss. Macroscopic

examination of the granite reveals distinct individual grains of grey,
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glassy quartz, and white or greenish felspar, and flakes of black

biotite. A few small muscovite flakes are usually also visible. In

the gneies, which is usually finer grained and darker in colour,

muecovite and altered cordierite are present in appreciable amounts,

in addition to quartz, feldspar, and biotite. Lack of contrae t between

the individual grains and the presence of dark grey-green clusters of

biotite and altered cordierite, reeult in a rock of dull arrd often blotchy

aPpearance. Petrographic descriptions of both the granite and gneiss

are given in Appendix I.
The narro\¡/er granite ma6s ranges frorn 70 to 100 feet in

width and passes through most of the Transformer Hall, and through

the dèep central portion of the Machine Hall. The other ma6s which
ie sevetal hundred feet in width ie exposed in the Tailwater and Access

tunnels ort the north-eastern edge of the eite. Both range in strike
from N. llooE to N. l4ooE, and dip 50o to zooNE.

Primary Structures in the Granitic Rocks

Contacts between the granite and gneiss are in most places

very poorly defined, and are often gradational ov.er distances of up to

30 feet. The eharpest contact ie in the Tailwater tunnel downstream
(north) from the site, where pronounced schlieren and numeroua

xenoliths occur in the granite, ae shown on Plate 5. Most of the

xenoliths are lying with their long axeg parallel to the schlieren

direction, but a few make angles of up to 45o to it. The echlieren
pattern around both the parallel and non-oriented xenoliths ie strongly
suggestive of one produced by viecoue flow. Only I to t0 feet awây

from thie contact the granite appears quite massive, but the few

xenoliths which occur in it mostly have their long axes parallel to the

contact.

the granitic gneiss is in several places banded or layered,¡

apparently due to alternate layers which dif{er slightly from one
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another in mineral composition. The banded appearance, and the

mineralogical composition (Appendix I) suggest that the gneiss is a

metamorphic rock of sedimentary origin. The layering in the gneies is

parallel in moet places to the granite - gneies contacts, and hence also

parallel to any schlíeren or foliation in the granite. Xenoliths occut

also in.the gneiss, and are oriented parallel to the plane of layering.

Because of t}te indefinite nature of many of the contacts, and the cloee

structural relationship between the two rocks, it is considered that the

gneiss and granite may be joint products of metamorphism and partial

mobilization of older rocks, probably of sedimentary origin.

Porphyry Dykes

Three nearly vertical porphyry dykes pass through the eastern

or Control Building end of the Machine Hall. Another which Passes

through the north-western edge of the site is exposed in the Tailwater and

Cable tunnels, and in the Tailwater tunnel construction adit. In the

average dykes which are l0 to 20 feet in width the porphyry is a brittle,
compact rock, dark grey-brown in colour, and micro-crystalline,

containing varying amounts of lath-shaped feldspar phenocrysts which

range from I to 5 mm. in the longest dimension. Small clueters of

ferromagnesian minerals are usually present, and appear as dark green

to black specks or stieaks. In dykes l0 feet and lese in width the

porphyries appear darker and finer grained, and phenocrysts are rare.
Botl¡ the wide and narrow dykes have chilled margins as much as several

inches in width, in which the porphyry is dark grey to black and in parts

is glassy in appearance.

The porphyries appear to have been intruded along nearly

vertical fissures parallel to or belonging to the Set (i) minor faults.

Figures 3 and 4 show that their boundaries are very straight and regular

when viewed over Eome distance, but several detailed exposures in the

power station excavations. ehow irregularly shaped contacts. Near the
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junction of the Cable tunnel with the Transformer Hall an irregular I to

2-inch wide vein ortìstringerrr of porphyry passes from a l0 to l5 feet

wide porphyry dyke into the adjacent gneise. Plate 6 shows a porphyry-
granite contact which is straight when viewed broadly but irregular in
detail. This dyke, which is only 5 feet wide, contains few phenocrysta

and is very dark grey and brittle. In several placee at the site the

original intrusive contacts have been obscured due to the later
development of flaky sheared zones or coated joints along them,

Figure I shows that the dykes are in part composite in nature,
there in fact being only two dykes exposed in the excavations adjacent to
the machine hall. The third or central dyke seen in the machine hall
branchee off from one of the two dykes exposed 100 feet away in the
Access tunnel' The dyke exposed in the penstock bifurcate is clearly a
multiple one, and ia partly separated into two dykes by a I foot thick
lene-shaped masa of granite. The correlation shown between dykee is
based directly on exposures near the machiue hall roof level, and only
indirectly on the penstock exposures, as these are 60 to 80 feet lower.

Primary Structuree in Porphyry Dykes

A planar gneissic structure parallel to the contacts is displayed
to sorrle extent by all of the porphyry dykes. It is most marked close to
their contacts, and is shown by the planar arrangement of phenocryets
and clusters of ferromagneeian rninerals. A linear arrangement of the

phenocrysts and clusters in the foliation plane has aleo been observed.
Eleven field measurements made in the dykes at the site have all shown

lineatione plunging between 20o and 40oN. It is consid.ered that both the
planar foliation and the lineation are primary flow features, although
later shearing has in some places caused secondary structures to be

superimposed on them.

The lineation is approximately normal to the most prominent set
of joints in the dykes. These joints strike almost at right angles to the
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dyke contacts, and range in dip from 50o to ?OoS. They have rough

surfaces and are commonly very slightly open, and water seepages from

them cause most of the dykes to be damp or wet in the underground

exposures. They appear to have been formed due to stretching at the

time of emplacement of the dykes, and are therefore considered to be

equivalent to croÊs joints, as defined by Balk (1958).

The individual jointe of this set terminate at or near the dyke

contacts, and are entirely different in character than any joints in the

granitic rocks, as Ehown by Platea 6, 7 and 8. Many joints and minor

faulte of set (ii) (Figure 8) pass through both tJle granitic and dyke rocks,

but these are of the slickensided type shown on Plate ?, and hence are

easily distinguiehed from the cross joints,

Dolerite Dykes

Two dolerite dykee which raoge from O.Z5 up to I8 inches in

width pass through the north-western part of the site. The dykes are

dark-grey to black, and fine grained. They appear to have been

intruded along joints of eet (i) although in several places they follow

6et (ii) joints for as much as 12 inches. Tightly welded contacts are

characteristic of the dykes but in several places sheared or crushed

contacts have also been observed. The two dolerite dykee appear to

join 4nd form one wider dyke, whichwae intersected by the lailwater
tunnel downstream from the power station, In the Tailwater tunnel

exposure, this dolerite dyke cuts intrusively through one of the porphyry

dykes.

@
Figure I shows that tlle eite is intersected by two sets of rninor

faults. In the firet set most of the structures are vertical or almost

ao, and atri.ke between N.zOoE and N.6OoE, The second set ineludee

structures dipping between 45oS. E. and vertical, and ranging in strike
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from N. l20oE to N. l?OoE. The rocks are also extensively jointed.

The majority of joints are steepty dipping and are parallel or nearly so

to the two main sets of minor faults. Gomparison of the geological

etructure diagram on Figure I with the one on Figure 5 shows that these

two main sets of minor faults and joints correspond closely with sets (i)
and (ii) indicated by the design stage work. The individual minor faults
met in the excavations included all. except one of those predicted from the

exploration, and in addition several others which were intersected by the

diamond drilling, but could not be reliably oriented or correlated at that
time. There \ñrere no faults met that had not been intersected and

recognised during the diamond drilling.
Gently dipping joints were quite rare at the site and were

eetimated to make up less than 5 percent of the total number of joints

present. The gently dipping minor fault'B'indicated on tr'igure 5 was

predicted to pass through the roofs of the Machine Hall and connecting

tunnel to the Transformer Hall, Several gently dipping joints were met
in these areas, but no well defined sheared zotre. The only gently
dipping minor fault met in the excavations was parallel to this predicted
one, but 100 feet further to the east. It was dipping between 20o and 30o

S. W. and passed through Machine HaIl roof over the deep central portion,
as shown on Figure 8. In most places it consieted of a crushed seam

leas than 0.5 inch wide, and was accompanied by several geatly dipping
tightly closed joints.

Set (i) Structures

Every minor fault of this set was a sheared zone in which the

rock was colttpact and firm, but flaky due to closely spaced slickensided
joints, slightly curved and intersecting ag shown and described on

Plate I l. It appears that appreciable relative movernents have

occurred between adjacent fault blocke, but that in most cases the

strain has occurred as numerous very small movements along slickensided
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joints. In a few cases cruehed searns less than 0.5 inches thick were

present. The zones were commonly damp or wet, due to seepages from
slightty open joints, or from cruehed seame. The zone shown on Platell
ie the wideet at the site, and approaches 4 feet in width. Moet of the

others range between I and l2 inches, predominantly 6 inches. Several

of t.l.ese narrower zones passed through the weetern end of the Machine

Hall, and were exposed also in the Tailwater Surge Tank and Draft Tube

tunnels. Anotl¡er very firm but flaky zone of this set passed cloee to and

partly along a porphyry dyke contact at the eastern end of the Machine

Hall. On the downstream side thie zone was 3 feet wide, but towards the

upstream side ít divided into two zone6 less than 6 inches wide, and

several elickeneided joints. The Transformer Hall was also intersected

by several sheared zones of this set.

Most jointe of set (i) were tightly closed, and water Beepages

from them were rare. The joint surfacee were gomewhat irregular, and

invariably slickeneided, as shown on Figure ?. Chlorite wae the most

common joint filling, and occurred in veneers generally less than 0,05

inches thick. Thicker coatings, including both chlorite and calcite, with
patchy films of pyrites, were preeent on Eome of these joints, V[hen

viewed for several feet most of the joints were 6een to be slightly curvedn

and it was common in the more closely jointed areas (¡oint spacings less

than 6 inches) for joints to persist only t0 to 20 feet before ending at

their intereections with other joints of the same get. In more broadly
jointed aïeas (¡oint spacings of the order of I to 2 feet), most of the

joints wele seen to persist for distances of.40 to t00 feet.

On both the minor faults and joints of set (i), slickensidee were

moatly either horizontal or plunging at shallow angles (less than 40o).

Only two cases of actual displacement of adjacent rock masses along

joints or faults of this set were 6een in the excavatione. Plate 9 showe

one of these known displacements, indicated by a displaced xenolith in
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granite. The other example is in the Tailwater tunnel 500 feet

downstream from the statíon, where one minor fault of thie set diaplaces

another fault of the same set through a horizontal distance of 3 feet. In

both cases the movement has occurred in the 6ame sense; the north-
west sÍde has moved eouthwards in relation to the south-east side.
Although no other actual diaplacements have been found, it is considered
that the minor faulte are transcurrent onea, and that small movements,
mainly transcurrent in nature, have occurred along the eet (i) joints.

Set (ii) Structures

Minor faults of set (ii) were narrow crushed 5eams, which
consisted of soft, silty and clayey material, containing very few rock
fragments, moetly less than 0.1 inch (Plate lz). such crushed eeams

appear to have been formed when movement of adjacent joint blocks

occurred along a eingle rupture plane, rather than along many elosely
spaced fractures, as in the caee of the set (i) eheared zone6. The Beams

often contain partly crushed calcite, which appears to have at one stage

been present ae a coating or filling on the fracture planee. The set (ii)
faulte were the main source of water inflow at the site, and very emall
flowe or seepages occurred from most of them.

One group of theee faults paases through the Machine Hall
almoet directly over Penstock Tunnel No. 8, as shown on the plan and

upetream elevation on Figure 8. Thie group corresponds with Zone D
predicted from the exploration (tr'igure 5 and Plate 2). one of this group
of seame branches away towards the west and was met in the south-

eastern corner of the Transformer Hall. Another very narro\r, seam
(leee than 0,5 inches thick) passee through the Machine Hall further to
the west, and continues into the Transformer Hall. Two other searnsr
both less than 0. I inch thick, were also met in the Traneformer Hall.

Another group of these faulte passed through the eastern end
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of the Machine Hall. In the gneiss they consisted of crushed searne

ranging in width from 0.1 inchupto 2 inches, and were in some places

accompanied by eeveral inches of partly altered gneiss. In the porphyry
they formed zones of up to l? inches wide, consisting of very closely
jointed (0.1 to 0.5 inchee spacing) and partly crushed or brecciated
porphyry. very little soft silty or clayey material wae present. In
moet places these zoneo were seeping water, and were limonite stained.
The partly brecciated material was firm and compact but broke readily
into emall fragments when struck with a hammer or pick. It was the

presence of these wider brecciated zones in the porphyry dykes which
Ied to some difficulty during correlation between diamond drill holes

through the site. They u,ere recognised as faults in D,H. s704, but in
D. H. 5705 geveral of the very narf,ow crushed seams in the gneiss were
partly or completely waehed away during drilling. Those which were
recorded in D.H. 5705 at that time appeared insignificant and were not
correlated wíth the wider zones seen in the porphyry dykes met in
D. H, 5704.

set (ii) ioints are fewer in number at the site than those of
set (i). They are Epaced usually between ó and 12 inches apart where
most abundant, and are entirely absent fromthe rock in a few areas.
They are mostly curved änd irregular, and persiet for distances of 20 up

to 100 feet' the joint surfaces are usually slickensided, but in addition
have an irregular, undulating appearance. Calcite, which is the most
common coating on them, is in many places partly flaky, or else eoft
and crumbling, apparently due to cruehing since deposition. The

coatings range from traces up to 0.4 inch in thicknessr and commonly
contain pyrites, eittrer aa thin patchy films or as emall crystals partly
filling emall cavities in the calcite.

Moet of the joints appear tightly cloeed, but very emall water
passages muet exiet along or tårough the coatings, as they were a
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common source of seepage in the excavations. tr'rom examination of
the adjacent irregular surfaces of many set (ii) joints it is hard to
visualise that the initial fractures could have been formed by sliding of
blocke of rock over one another. It appears that the initial fracture
surfaces were irregular and hackly, and have been partly planed off
during later sliding movements along the joints. It is therefore
considered that they were originally tension fractures. Obviously the
partly planed irregular joint surfaces would not fit tightly together
after any small amount of sliding had occurred. the accurnulation of
calcite has in most cases served to fill completely the narrow, lenticular
ca'¿ities which re sulted.

The presence of partly crushed calcite in many of the minor
faults of set (ii) suggests that these have also been formed from old
tension fractures. This concept of their origin helps to explain tl¡e
rather extensive chemical alteration in the rock adjacent to many of the
set (ii) stn¡ctures, as such alteration would probably be caused by

mineralized waters free to circulate through the rock.
slickensides on both the joints and minor faurts of set (ii)

generally plunge within 20o of horizontal. In many places at the site
the direction and sense of movements along set (ii) structures were
observed, ancl showed the faults to be stril.-e-slip or t¡anscurrent oues.
small (up to I inch) transcurrent movements were shown to have

occurred along some of the joints, as shown on plate 10, Seventeen
larger movernents, ehown on Figure 8, were displayed where the minor
faults passed through dykes, or through joints or rninor faults of
set (i). Theee disp!.acements ranged from 6 inches up to a maximum of
3 feet, and averaged I foot.

AlL seventeen examples showed nearly horizontal displacement6,
aud sixteen of them showed that the western block had moved southwards
in relation to the eastern block. It will be appreciated from Figure g
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that due to repetition these examples repr'esented probably only six main

dieplacements in ¡þs,:power station excavations. There were numerous
examples of small dieplacements such ae that shown on Plate 10, and the

majority of these showed the same sense of movement as the larger onee.
\trithin the limits of the excavations shown on Figure 8, it is estimated
that the total amount of horizontal displacement in this sense exceeds
I 0 feet.

Age Relationahips

From the foregoing discussion of rock typee and georogical
struch¡res, it is evident that the granitic rocke are the oldest at tl¡e site.
The granite is considered to be a little yor¡nger than the gneiss, as it
showe rather definíte intrusive relatione to it.

The porphyry dykes are younger than both the granite and gneiss,
and have been intruded along structureg of set (i) direction. Preeumably
these etructures were tension fracturee at the time of intrusion of the
dykee.

The eet (ii) etructuree appear to have been firet formed after
intrusion of the porphyry dykes, but before intrugion of ttre dolerites.
In several placee the dolerite dykes locally follow the set (ii) airection,
and hence some or all of the structures in thie direction may have been
present at least ae tension fractures, at the time of intrueion of the

dolerite. Transcurrent movements along the minor faulte of set (ii)
aPpear to be the youngest feature at the site. In an exposure in the
Tailwater tunnel 600 to ?00 feet downstream (north) from the power
station, a minor fault of this set displaces both a porphyry dyke, and a
dolerite dyke which intrudee the porphyry.

No epecial study has been made to determine the directione and

magnitudee of the tectonic forcee which have caused the existing
geological structure to develop. It is intereeting, however, to reflect
on the possible relationships between the youngest etructures present
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and the primary stresses measured at the site (Table l). If, as is quite

poesible, the dolerite dykes are of Tertiary age, then the lateet
transcurrent movements along the set (ii) minor faults could be of

Tertiary age or younger. Such Tnovements would require unbalanced

horizontal compressive forcee, and vertical stresses of intermediate
magnitude. The theory that tfie abnormally high horizontal
comPressive stresÊes arertfossilrr or residual stresses of tectonic

origin therefore appears reasonable.

Ground ïV'ater Inflows During Construction

During construction the rock was mostly dry, with small
water inflows and eeepages coming mainly from minor faults. Several
actual flows of up to l0 gallons per hour occurred from set (ii) minor
faulte in the initial drive along the Machine Hall roof . with later
widening of the roof to full size theee flows decreased to seepages. No

other measurable inflow was met during the excavation of the power

station. Nurnerous small flows met during excavation of the Accees

Tunnel made up most of the water pumped from the site during
excavatíon. A considerable amount also would have been wasted drilling
water. The average quantity pumped daily during the main excavation
stage was of the order of 100,000 gallons, and of tJ:ie it is estimated

that 70,000 gallons was derived from the Access Tunnel and wastage at

the site. The actual inflow from the main power statio-¡ excavations
was therefore probably of the order of 30,000 gallons per day, or
1250 gallons pet hour.

Excavation

Throughout the construction rock bolts were installed as

temporary supports, and they were mostly grouted in place, and hence

served as or contributed towards the permanent support. In very few

isolated areas where some doubt arose as to the adequacy oÍ. the bolts
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for protection during conetruction, supplementary steel rib eupporta

were installed. Steel ribs were also used together with rock bolte in
several of the more complicated junctions between openings, in an

attempt to prevent or control overbreak in theee places. Descriptions
of the rock bolts used, and inetallation and grouting procedures are
given in Appendix III.

Machine Hall Roof

The sequence of excavation of the Machine Hall is shown by

means of photographs and diagramg on Plates 13 and 14. Ae the first
stage a trcrown driverr 20 feet high and 2o î.eet wide was driven along

crourn of the propoeed roof arch. Ae the drive advanced its roof wae

supported by a close pattern of rock bolte, mostly 14 feet long. Theee

\Ã,ere grouted in place after completion of the dríve. Supplementary
eteel rib supports were installed over the first 50 feet of the drive at the

eastern end, where the group of set (ii) minor faults had developed zo es

of limonite stained breccia in the porphyry dykes.

The pattern of blast-holes used in the dríve is ahown on

I'igure 9. The main features of this pattern were the close epacing of
lightty charged holes near the roof, and the loading of every alternate
hole along the crown. The number and length of loaded holes in
individual rrroundsrr or blasts, together with the quantities of An 60

explosive used, are also ehown, in the column labelled rrExcavationtr.

Along most of tJle drive the rock broke along or very close to
the blast holes, and a good shape with very little overbreak reaulted.
The percentages of rock breakage along joint (or minor fault) planes,

are plotted on tr'igure 9. Except in the slightty inferior rock in the

firet 20 to 30 feet at the eagtern end, these figures appeared to be

related mainly to the orientation of the joints or minor faulte in
relation to the excavation surfaces. In the walls about 50 percent of
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the rock surface was usually formed by joint faces, and the remaining
50 percent showed newly formed fractures across the rock fabric. This
rather uniform breakage was attributed to the uniform pattern of the
two main sets of steeply dipping joints which intersect the walls.

In the roof, however, marked difference in the type of breal<age
were seen from one area to another. Between tunuel etations (t) + eo
and (l) + 155 (75 feet), the roof was intersected only by eteeply dipping
joints, epaced between I and lz inches apart. The elices or blocks
between them remained confined laterally, and were not cut by any other
joints at shallow angles crose to the roof surface. Breakage in this
section therefore occurred almoet entirely across the rock fabric, and
along the loaded and unloaded blast-holes. In such sectione aa this,
where joints are oriented mainly at or near 90o to the excavation
surface, their orientation is described ag favourabre.

In the adjacent 50-foot long section between etations (l) + 155
and (l) + 205, several tightly closed. flat-lying joints and thin soft
seams intersected the roof at very shallow angles. some steeply
dipping joints and crushed seams were aleo present. During
excavation the rock broke entirely along flat-lying joints above the line
of tJ.e loaded and unloaded'rcrownrrholes, resulting in as much ae lg
inches of overbreak in Eome parts. The orientation of the flat-lying
joints in this section ie described as unfavourable. Rock bolt patterns
installed within l0 feet frorn the working face were adequate to preveat
any progressive loosening up along these flat-lying joints during
subeequent blaets.

In the next stage the sides of ttris crown drive were rstrippedrr
outwards, firet to form an arch section 5I feet wide, and then widened
further to ól feet, as shown on the geologicar rog, Figure r0. A
firing pattern with only alternate rtcro\pnn holes loaded was adopted.
The frstripping' commenced ?0 feet from the eastern or control
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Building end of the roof, and both sides were advanced tog
towarde the Assembly Bay or western end. support waa by means of
rock bolt patterns, as shown on plate 13 and trigure 10.

The 70-foot long section at the Control Building end wae then
widened. During wideníng of the rast 54 feet, eteer arch ribs with
timber lagging were installed against the roof after the installation of
rock bolts. The decision to install steel ribs as a supplement to the
rock bolt eupporta wae made after consideration of three main factors.
The first was the inferior nature of the rock in this section, when
compared with that exposed in the remainder of the roof . The second
was that the roof arch in part of this section was to have a 16-foot high
hole of rectangular section excavated into it, as shown on section A_A,
on Figure l0' The third was the stipulation that the excavation was to
be deepened some 20 feet below the arch abutment level before placernent
of the concrete rib eupports could commence. It was felt that this
section of the *oòf, arthough excavated and rock borted without
difficulty, could become loosened during the several montJrs in which
the excavation was deepened. Huggenberger type strainmeters were
installed in the steel ribe so that any build-up of load on them could be
observed.

stripping of the arch to full size presented no difficulty. tr or
the greater part the joints and narrow seams were favourably oriented,
and a well-shaped arch with littte overbreak was obtained. Although
the percentage breakage along joint planes waa quite high towards the
weatern end of the roof, many of the drll hole traces were st'I
visible on completion of the excavation, indicating that the rock had not
broken along joints above the drill holes, but on ones which almost
coincided with the excavatíon surface. This type of breakage was
of course most common in the crosery but tightly jointed rock, where
the large number of joint pranes resulted in a high percentage breakage,
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but their favourable orientation prevented breakage along them extending
very far above the drill holes.

The maximum overbreak in the roof arch wae of the order of 6

feet, and occurred in the upstreamrrahoulderrr of the arch near station
(l) + 180, as shown on Figure 10. It occurred along the flat-lying
joints and steeply dipping crushed seams already mentioned in the
eection on the crown drive.

The geological rog of the completed roof (tr'igure l0), wae
commenced by traneferring the geological detail from the roof of the
crown drive into its appropriate place, and then filling in the detail on
either side. The latter was done in small sections as the stripping
operation advanced. At the time of excavation of the roof, only two
shifts, each oî.9È hours, were being worked by the contractor. The
logging wae moetly carried out during the quiet off-shift periods. This
enabled a mole careful examination of the rock thau would have been
poesible during the noise and activity of the construction, and it wae the
only time in which the air was eufficiently clear of diesel fumes for
photographs to be taken, The roof log was brought up to date every
few days, and together with face-logs and cross sections, it was used to
keep a constant check on the geology, eo tl¡at any geological situation
endangering the arch stabílity could have been recognised quickly and
appropriate action taken.

An officer of the Authorityrs Physical Sciences Branch made a
further check on the stability of the excavation by obeerving the frequency
of sub-audible rock noises at the site. These observations were made
using the listening method developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines (Obert
and Duvall, 195?), and could only be made during the off-shift periods
or on Sundays. Observatione were commenced in the Accees Tunnel
eome weeks before the start of the Machine Hall excavation, in order
to obtain average figures for the frequency of noises in etable rock in
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the area. Throughout the excavation of the roof arch the frequency of
noises remained close to this low average figure (l to 5 noises in
l0-minute periods) and indicated a stable corrdition. Higher ratee of
noige(10 to 50 in l0-minute periods) were recorded during the first,Z0
minutes after blasting, but in every instance the normal rates were in
evidence within I hour after each blast.

Deepening of Machine Hall to RL. 1800

On completion of the roof arch excavation, all rock bolts were
grouted, andrrCyclonetrwire mesh was installed over the entire roof.
The mesh was attached to existing rock bolte by means of additional
bearing plates, as shown on plate 13, stage 4. The excavation was
then deepened to R.L. lBo0, í,e, z? feet below roof abutmeat level,
along its entire length. This wae several feet deeper than the minimum
depth stipulated, but was convenient as it was the final depth of the
shallow end portione of the Machine Hall, At the same time excavation
of the draft tube and penstock tunnels was in progrees (Plate 13, StageS).

The deepening to RL. 1800 was carried out by nbenching" or
quarrying methods, mostly using vertically drilled blaet holes. In
general it was carried out in ó to 8-foot deep nliftsn, which commenced
at the Assembly Bay end, and advance<l towards the Control Building end.
Verticalrfline-drill holesrr spaced 4 to I inches apart were drilled along
or cloee to the wall linee, and were left uncharged. The closest
charged holes to these line-drill holea were usually lz inches away.
The line drilling method was adopted to protect the walls from d.amage

due to blasting close to them. It was arso troped to provide a

relatively ïveakened plane along the wall line, along which the rock would
tend to break. Where tlre rock broke on the excavation side of the
line-drill holes (i.u. under-break occurred), the rockhad to be

trimmed back to the wall line by hand methods, usually by eledge
hammers and steel wedges.
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The walls were supported by patterns of downwarda eloping
rock bolts, as ehown diagramatically on Plate 13. The bolts were
spaced 4 f.eet apart in horizontal rows, and the vertical dietance between

adjacent rows wae 5 feet. The first few rows below abutment level were
mainly of l4-foot long bolts. The remainder of the bolts used \pere

12 Í.eet long. The bolts were installed aB soon as poasible after the
¡ock was exPosed, aad were grouted in place at the time of inetallation.

Detailed geological loge of the vertical walle were prepared as

benching progreseed. For each wall the geological detail was plotted on

an elevation, which was ueed in conjunction with strip plane made at
several levele. To diaplay the type of rock breakage ín the walls, the

areas showing the line drill hole traces were delineated. In these area6
the rock had broken either across ite own fabric ae ehown on Plate l5 or
else partly along closely epaced favourably oriented joints. In the areas
not ehowing line-drill hole tracee, ttre rock usually had broken back
along joints, and the rock surface coneisted mainly of intersecting joint
faces (etate tó).

Figure ll, tJ.e log of the upotream wall, shows a plan Z î.eet
below abutment level, along line X - Xr. This plan ehowe the extremity
of the abutment, together with the (a) Line, or minimum excavation line,
for the wall, and also the actual shape in plan of the excavated wall
eurface at this level. The eloped dietance from the (a) Line to the

abutment extremity, i.e. the designed maximum width of the abutment,
is 4 feet l0 inches. The minimurn allowable abutment width was 2 feet
6 inches, i.e. the nominal thickness of the concrete roof-ribs at this
point. It can be seen from the plan that thè abutment was preserved
close to ite maximum width for about half the length of the upstream
wall. In most of the parts showing the fult abutment width, the

elevation showe that the wall broke along the line-drill holes. The
remaining half broke mainly along joints, resulting in overbreak
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ranging from eeveral incheg up to a maximum of 4 Í.eet In several
very short sections of both the upstream and downstream walls, the
required minimum abutrnent width was not obtained and it was necessary
to extend the concrete roof ribs slightly below the nominal abutment
level.

overbreak wae usually greateat where joints or seams made
ehallow anglea with the wall line. The worst eection was above the
Accees tunnel portal, where the abutment rock was unconfined on three
sides inetead of the normal two. It had aleo been affected by several
more cloee blaete than the rock eleewhere. It was necessary to extend
the reinforced concrete portal etructure upwards in thie area to form
the roof abutment. The woret overbreak eection in the downetream wall
is ehown on Plate 14, in the left foreground, and also on Figure 12. As
much as 4 feet o{ overbreak occurred ín this az.ea, along three eteeply
dipping joints which intersected behind the wall and ieolated a wedge
shaped slab of granite. A lO-foot long aection of the wall and

abutment waa replaced by concrete in thig area.
It wae observed while logging that many jointe in the rock

within l0 to l5 feet of abutment level had opened up during tJle

excavation. Many in the abutment itself were open as much ae 0.05
inchee, and a few as much ae 0.2 inches. A high percentage of the
rock breakage at theee levels was along joint planes, and overbreak
uras more prevalent tJran at lower levels.

some deterioration in the near-abutment rock was to be

expected, ae it had been subjected to close blast shocke duríng the
excavation of both roof and walls. In additíon, it was partly
unconfined at the top as well as at the wall surface. Although these
two factore certainly contributed to the loosening, the prime cause is
coneidered to be the development of tensile stressee in this rock, as
predicted by ïvorotnickí (1958) from photoelaetic etudiee.
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The visual observations near the abutmente strongly euggeated

that progressive partial failure of the type shown on Figure 7, Diagram B,
was occurring. Almost without exception the failure appeared to be

occurring along exieting joint planee. The avoidance of any total failure
in the fortn of rockfall, and the relatively small amounte of total failure
as overbreak, are attributed to the pattern rock bolting, performed as

6oon as possible after exposure of the rock in each lift.
It was observed that the line-drilling was least effective in

areas which were intersected by closely spaced vertical joints in the two
main eets (i) and (ii). The probable reason for thie becomes obvious
when the rock in such areas is envisaged as a series of elongated
vertical prisms of square cross eection, bonded together by the joint
cements. Assuming a joint spacing of 6 inches, most prisms would
have had one or perhaps two tine drill holee vertically through them,
and many of the holes would have passed straight down joints or joint
intersections. One or two holes vertically down a priem centre were
not sufficient to produce a plane of weakness acroes the rock fabric,
eepecially not one approaching the low strength of most of the
slickensided jointe present. The rock therefore tended to break back
to at leaet one joint intereection behind the line drill holes. fn eeveral
cases where sete of vertical jointe curved slightly to dip 6oo to ?oo,
breakage began to occur along the line drill holes. It can be Eeen on

Figures ll and 12 that in most sectione showing breakage to line drill
holes the majority of joints dip ?0o or less. In these sectíone the
joint blocks or prisms were oblique to the drill holes, and hence each
was intersected by numerous ho1e6, very few or none of which passed
directly down joints.

Geological logs of the vertical end walls of the upper portion
of the excavation are shown on Figure 13. The (l) Line or Control
Building end wall wa8 composed mostly of tightly but closely jointed
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porphyry. This broke mainly along joints, but with very little
overbreak. the wall was supported by a pattern of downwards sloping
grouted rock bolts, mostly l2 feet long and spaced 4 feet apart
horizontally and vertically. In the (20) Line or Aeeembly Bay end
wall, considerable overbreak occurred along unfavourably oriented
joints of set (ii), striking almoet parallel to the wall, and dipping
steeply towarde the excavation. There was very little breakage along
Iine-drill holes. Further overbreak and loosening of the rock along
joints occurred when the excavations for the Workshop and Euryey niche
were made into the wall. Downwards sloping grouted rock bolts,
generally spaced 4 feet apart horizontally and vertically were installed
ae support. Many additional bolts were installed near the Workshop
and Survey Niche.

During the benching to RL. lg0o, a number of small rock
fragments, mainly in the z to  -inch size range, \pere caught up by the
wire meeh placed previously over the roof arch. They were mostly
fragments derived from closely jointed areas of rock or from eheared
zones. The wire mesh itsetf was exteneively damaged in many places
by rock flying up during blasting. To facilitate placement of concrete
against the roof, it was necesaary to remove the wire mesh before
concreting each arch rib. Before concreting of the ribs in the steel
supported section at the Gontrol Buitding end, the timber lagging
between the steel arches and the rock was almost completely removed.
Regular observations of the strain gaugeB set in the supporta at the time
of installation had shown that no build-up of the load had occurred during
the deepening to RL. lB00 (Arexander 1959). The timber wae removed
rvithout incident, and the rock-bolted arch behind the eteel supports
showed no sign of deterioration.
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Completion of the Excavation

lMhile concreting of the roof was in progress, excavation of
the draft tube and penatock tunnels was completed. A vertical ehaft was

risen at each end of the proposed deep central section, to connect with
the upper excavation, a8 shown on Plate 13. The roak within l0 feet of
the future portale of the penstock and draft tube tunnels was reinforced,
firstly by patterns of grouted rock bolts, and then by collars of concrete
reinforced by steel rib supports. These are shown on Figures ll and lZ,
and Plate 14.

Benching downwards commenced as soon as concreting of the
arch was complete, and \wa6 carried out in a similar manner as before,
except that rock spoil was removed via the two vertical shafte and the
draft tube tunnels. support was by patterns of grouted rock bolts, in
which 12 î'eet long bolts were spaced 4 î.eet apart horizontally, and 5 feet
vertically. Additional botte u/ere installed between th" (ll) and (lZ)
Linee in the downetream wall, where some opening up of joints was
observed. Some bolts l4 feet in length \¡/ere installed above the portals
of the penstock and draft tube tunnels.

Visual inspection and geological logging indicated that in general
more smooth walls with less overbreak were obtained during this final
deepening. More than half of the area of the upetream wall below
RL. 1800 showed breakage along line drill holes, compared with about
one-third above that level, The downetream wall showed about one
third of its area broken along the drill holes, both above and below
RL. 1800, but overbreak wae noticeably less in the lower part.

The reinforced concrete collars at the portals of the penstock
and draft tube tunnels were highly successful in preventing overbreak at
these places. The upstream wall wae line-drilled radially from within
the tunnele, and the smooth breakage which resulted can be seen on
Plate 14.
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As the portal of each penstock and draft tube tunnel became

exposed by the deepening, cracke similar to that shown on Plate l?
developed in their l0-foot long concrete collars. The worst cracking
was seen in Draft Tube No. I tunnel, where several cracke with total
opening oî.0.2 inches occurred. The cracks were in some places

en-echelon, and in every instance were dipping steeply lsoo to 8oo¡

towarde the Machine Hall excavation, and indicated slight rock movementg

towards the Machine Hall. In some places the bond between the concrete
collar and the rock wae clearly broken, and hence the concrete movements
had probably only reflected part of the actual rock movements which
occurred. There was no definite evidence that additional rock failure
occurred further back along the tunnela during the deepening. Small
movemente could have occurred along joints, some of which were slightly
open both before and after the deepening. Moye (1959) deecribes
similar cracking in concrete collara in the penstock tunnele at Tumut l.
Rock failure which occurred further back along the penatock tunnels ie
also described. This occurred both along joints and by spalling acrosg
the rock fabric.

The behaviour of the rock walls during deepening was observed
by means of instruments installed and read by officers of phyaical

sciences Branch. one type of inetrument, known ae The Measuring
Rock Bolt, has been described by Alexander (Reference 4, l960), and

is shown diagrarrimatically on tr'igure ?. Several such bolts, mostly
l2 and l4 feet long, were inetalled horizontally at various levels on the
(5) and (8) and (tt) tines of both walls, as shown on Figuree ll and lz.
Each bolt had a hollow core, into which a steel reference rod was

inserted and welded to the far end. The bolts were anchored and

tightened, and grouted in place along their entire lengths. Extensions
which occurred due to inward rock movements were indicated directly
by movements of the projecting ends of the bolts in relation to their
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reference rods. Diagram C on Figure ? was prepared by L.G.
Alexander (1960, Reference 4) to show the large extensíons which q'ere

obtained in some of these bolte. The four bolte referred to in the

diagram u,ere located between RL. l?90 and l?95 in the downstream wall
of t.l.e Machine Hall, and are shown on Figure 12. It can be seen that
large extensions were obtained, indicating loads which in two cases

exceeded the elaslic limit of the bolts.
Alexander (1959, Reference ?, and 1960, Reference 4)

interprets theee elongations as elastic strain in the rock due to etress
reduction, together with some opening up along joints. The largest
extension obtained was in bolt llD, at RL. l?95 on the (lt) line on the

downstream wall. A close examination wae made of this aÊea when the
large extensions became appaïent. rt appeared that an inverted
tríangular pyramíd of rock was in effect isolated from the eurrounding
rock by the intersection of several minor faults, as shown by the three
diagrammatic plans and the elevation on Figure lZ. In many places at
the face of thís block, cracking of duet and grout fílms over joints
indicated that elight movemente were taking place as the excavation was
deepened. A fall of rock estimated as one third of a cubic yard occurred
from the very looee surface layer during an off-ehift period. It was
concluded that thie block had moved inwarde towards the excavation to a
greater extent than the rock eleewhere, which mostly had well
interlocked joint blocke. The sectíons on tr'igure lz also show the
limits of penetration of the rows of. l4 aud lZ-foot long grouted rock
bolts which supported this section of the wall. The finat elongation
recorded on bolt l lD indicated that theee bolts were probably stressed
close to their yield point, assuming that the strain was evenly
distributed along them. As the bolts were grouted in place, it was
poesible that failure of the grout eurround could occur locally and
concentrate the strain on short sections of the bolts, and thus result
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in bolt failure. Additional support in this area \Ã,as considered, and

probably would have been necessary, if the bolt extensions had not

virtually ceased on completion of the excavation.

During the final excavation of the Machine Hall floor, three

pillars of rock were left between the machine pits, as shown on

Plate l4 and Figure 12. Rock bolts sloping downwards were employed

to control overbreak and opening up along joints which occurred during

excavation around the pillars. The deterioration of this rock was

attributed partly to the number of close blasts to which it had been

subjected, as it became unconfined on three and partly four eides. The

partial development of tensile stresses in these projecting pillars, aø

indicated by Worotnickits photoelastic studies, must however have been

the main cause.

DISCUSSION

The site selection and deeign stage investigations for

Tumut 2 followed fairly closely the pattern set several years ea¡lier
during investigations for lumut I Power Station. Surface geological

mapping, diamond drilling, and eeismic refraction work, led to the

adoption of the most suitable of several possible sitee for Tumut 2. To

obtain the detailed geological picture nece6sary for design of the station,

this site was then explored by an exploratory hrnnel, and by diamond

drill holes commenced from the tunnel. The drill holes and

exploratory tunnel were used in studies of the permeability of the

rock masa, and of groundwater quantities and pre6sures.

Measurements of prirnary rock stresses were made in the tunnel'

The rock and groundwater conditions proved to be very much

as anticipated frorn the above studies, a'nd the station has been

constructed almost exactly as designed. These results demonstrate

the value of the geological work, and they also reflect tl¡e effectiveness
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of tJle pattern adopted for the investigations.

Several features of the work appear to have been particularly

useful. Frobably foremost among these is the choice of the area near

Eight Mile Creek for the site of the power station. This area was

adopted after several other areas further downstream had been

rejected largely because of unfavourable rock conditions. Construction

of the Tailwater tunnel near these rejected areas hae since confirmed

their inferior nature. Also of note was the choice of orientation for
the large openings, particularly the Machine l{all. The pattern of

jointing found during excavation was very much the same as that

anticipated earlier and assur:-red in the designs. The Machine Hall

was oriented so that its long axis made favourable angles with the two

sets of nearly vertical joints which were prominent. This favourable

orientation certainly contributed to the overall stability of that

chamber, and ín particular, to the stability of the hígh vertical walls.
Another feah¡re was the lack of appreciable groundwater inflows at the

site, and the dry, tightly jointed nah¡re of rnost of the rock met during

construction. This showed the value of the groundwater and rock

permeability shrdies made during site selection and design.

There are two particular aspects of the Tumut 2 investigations

which are considered worthy of further comrnent, and which suggest

slight modifications in future investigations of this type.

The first comment refers to part of the site selection work.

It will be recalled that only one diamond drill hote (D. H. 5779) was

drilled from the ground surface into the adopted site. In retrospect

it would appear that at least one vertical hole should have been

drílled in addition to D. H. 5779 , before co(nrnencernent of the

exploratory tunnel. Ð.H. 5779 had shown that several minor faults

were present at the site, but being a sloped hole, it gave no reliable

indication of the true dips of these structures. A vertical hole would
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have shown the true dips of the joints and faults it intersected. The

presence of persistent flat-lying faults and joints close to the po\rer

station roof level would have suggested a significant defect at the eite,

and if such structures rñrere found in the vertical hole, it may have

been possible to make a suitable adjustment to the power station

location, before commencement of the exploratory tunnel.

Additional drilling from the ground surface was in fact

considered at tJre time of completion of Ð.H. 5?79, and although t}re

value of such work was appreciated, there were several reasons why

it was not carried out. the inaccessable go?ge of Eight Mile Creek

made drilling diffícu1t and costly, and holes of tlre order of l00O feet

in depth would have been required. ïfith the funds and time available

for completion of the investigation, the expense of this drilling and tJle

delay in cornmencement of the exploratory tunnel could not have been

tolerated.

The second comment refers to part of the design stage work.
It is considered that the value of the exploratory tunnel would have

been appreciably greater, had it been extended to pass along the whole

length of the Machine Hall, several feet below the proposed roof level.

Admittedly, it would have been undesirable to have extended the h¡nnel

in this manner before the results of several diarnond drill holes frorn

the drilling chamber had enabled the position of the Machine Hall to be

firmly decided upon. Such an extension of the exploratory tunnel,

after the diamond drilling, would have given a very clear picture of

the rock close to tJ:e Machine Hall roof level, To the geologist and

designers it would have províded a tineely check on the interpreted
geological structure, and hence on the validity of many of the designe.

To prospective tenderers it would have provided rnuch more convincing

evidence of the suitability of the rock in this critical area, than any

nurnber of diamond drill ho1es. These rnatters were considered at
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the tirne, and although the advantages of an extension of the tunnel
were evident, it was found particularly difficult to juetify, after having
spent so much time and funds on the underground dríIling. In fuh¡re
jobs a useful approach may be to do ress diarnond drilling, and to put
more time and money into extending the exploratory tunnel. The
problem of proper location for the extension would remain, however.
If rock exposures in the extended tunnel resulted in a d.ecision to move
the Machine Hall stightly, or if such a slight move became necessary
later due to Poor rock exposed during the construction stage, then the
tunael extension could be located in a position where it could interfere
witJr, or endanger the stability of, the re-located, Machine Hall roof.

Generally speaking, the geological work during each of the site
selection and design stages forme a large and important part of a
planned investigation programme. The geologistrs role is therefore a
prominent one, and his work contríbutes directly towards such major
decisions as choice of site and choice of type of engíneering structure.
During conetruction, however, his duties are mainly those of observer,
advisor, and recorder, and to sorne extent the amount of attention hie
work receives depends upon the nurnber and size of the geological
problems which arise. In any case the value of the conetruction stage
work tends to be less direct, and therefore less evident, than that of
the earlier work.

In tlre case of Tumut 2, rto major geological problem arose
during construction. There were however, numerous day-to-day
problems which required a detailed understanding of tJ..e mechanical
properties of local sections of rock. The systernatic geological
inspectíons and mapping contributed towards the early recognition and

treatrnent of these problems, and in this way contributed to the rapid
Progtess made during construction. The excavatione were completed
well ahead of the construction schedule. The geological reports and
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logs, together with photographic records, are considered to contain

data of appreciable value to those engaged in the planning and

construction of fuhrre underground projects.

One possible criticism of the construction stage work is that

the scale of the geological logging (l:?40, or 20 feet to I inch) was too

large. Experience showed, however, that this scale was very suitable

for recording most of the significant features. Even larger scales

(t:tZO, or l0 feet to I inch, and l:60, or 5 feet to I inch) would have

been rnore suitable to illustrate the rock structure in certain critical
areas. Such areas include the roof abutments, the portals of the

draft tube and penstock tunnels, and other local areas where problema

of overbreak, rock damage, or support, reguired very detailed study.

The latter very large scales were comrnonly used by the engineering

stafL on design or construction drawings of such areas, and it would

have been ideal if the geological detail could have been plotted

directly onto these, or else transferred onto them without change of

scale.

The form of presentation of the geological logs was the

subject of much study. It is conside¡ed that if used together with
photographe, and written descríptions, ttre logs depict adequately the

significant geological features. The maín advantage of the Authorityts

standardized form of log is that the same data rnust be recorded

objectively on each sheet, and the possibility of important oúniseíons

is avoided. The special attention given to explanatory crosE sections

or plans, i.e. therrrnultiple viewpointrt approach, and to strip plans

showing true strikes and dips, is considered to have added greatly to
the value of the logs.

CONCLUSION

It has been attempted in the foregoing discuseion to make a

critical review of the geological work, and to assess its value in terms
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of results. In the authorts opinion the work was very worthwhile,
It is also considered that much of the value of the work would have

been lost without the logical approach to geology adopted by the Snowy

Mountains Authorityr As a member of the Authorityts Engineerlng

Geology Branch, the autho" wa6 throughout all stages able to remain

in close contact with the job, and with the nuûrerous engineering staff

also engaged on it. He becarne ín effect a mernber of a team, each

of whom worked towards the same ultirnate goal, namely, the

successful construction of Tumut 2. In many instances their
immediate interests conflicted. A particular site may have appeared

ideal from the geological viewpoint, but have been quite unsuitable

for topographic or other reasons. Conversely, engineering studies

could have favoured a site which was obviously quite unsuitable

geologically. Often, when it was not possible to find an arrangement

to suit ideally both the engineering and geological conditione, it was

necessary to work out a cornpromise. Thus it is evident that any

approach without this close contact with the engineering staff would

have led to misunderstanding and unnecessary work.
The author has been most fortunate to be able to work on

Turnut 2 Project during site selection, design, and construction¿

Such continuity of work is considered to be very valuable, both to t}re

project, in terms of results, and to the geologist, in terms of the

experience he gains.

throughout all these stages, the work has of necessity been

carried out to the sarne exacting time schedules as t}re parallel
engineering studies r In a few instances more tirne for the work may

have given more satisfactory results from the geological point of view.
Some aspects of the work reviewed in t}re discussion are notable

examples. It is considered, however, that except in projects

presenting extraordinary geological problems, working to time
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schedules is very much to the ad.vantage of both geologist and

"*ploy"t.. The geologíst knows tJ¡at slow work may produce

geol'ogical ir¡formation too Late for ite effective use. He therefore
nêede a planned progra¡nme of work, and efficient field and office
methods. Thece requlrements, together with ttre knowledge that
the studies have a very real purpose, make the geologistrs work
in an engineering organisation both challenging and gratifying.
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTIONS OF. MAIN ROCK TYPES

Happy Valley Granite

Hand specimens show the granite ae a mottled light gtey,
granular, medium or medium to coarse grained rock, without any
indications of foliation or preferred orientation of minerals. Grey
to bluish grey glaesy quartz, together with white, opaque flespara and

black biotite flakes, are readily distinguished. The felepars are
often euhedral and tend to be porphyritic. In some epecimena taken
near the contacts with Boomerang Creek Granitic Gneigs, dull greenish
grey grains of altered cordierite are visible in small amounta.

Microscopic examination showe the granite to be entirery
crystalline, and fairly equigranular, with graina uaually ranging from
I to 3 mm. in diameter. The grain boundariee may be eimple or
complicated, but there ie always eatisfactory interlocking of the grains.

Boomerang Creek Granitic Gneiss

Hand specimens are dark grey, granular, and medium grained.
A few specimens show poorly developed layering or banding. Grey,
glassy guartz, semi-opaque whitish-grey felspar, black biotite, and

silvery muscovite can be readily recogni¿ed. The felspars often occur
as subhedral to euhedral porphyroblasts. Dull, greenish-Etey almost
rectangular grains of altered cordierite can ueually also be seen.

Moet epecimene have a dull appearance, apparently due to lack of
contraet between tJle mineral graine and also to the presence of
appreciable amounts of altered cordierite. In aome specimene the

altered cordierite individuals are aesociated with biotite and

muscovite, forming aggregatee which give the rock a blotchy
appearance.
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Microscopic exarnination shows the gneiss to be entirely

crystalline, and equigranular to somewhat porphyritic. The grain
boundaries are in most cases relatively simple, but a few are intricate
and complex.

Porphyry

In hand specimen the porphyry is a dark brownieh grey
porphyritic rock. Lath-ehapedphenocrysts I to 5 mm. long of white
felapar, and greenish-btack aggregates of ferromagnesian minerals are
set in a microcrystalline ground mas6. euartz phenocryats occur in
some of the wider dykes elaewhere in the project arear but have not

been observed in the dykes which pass through the power station. A
preferred orientation of the phenocrysts and fer¡omagnesian mineral
aggregates is often observed.

undet the microscope the porphyry is entirely crystalline, and

ehows a dietinctly prophyritic texture. A distinct preferred orientation
of the groundnrass minerals is evident, and most of the phenocrysts
have their long axie approximately parallel. The felspar phenocrysts

are of partly altered plagioclase, and the ferrornagnesian mineral
aggregates cootain biotite, chlorite and epidote. The ground mass

consists mainly of intergrown crystale of quartz and felspar, and also
contains srnaller quantities of biotite, muscovite and epidote.
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APPENDIX II

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OT' ROCKS

The following tables show compressive and tensile
properties of the two main rock types at Tumut 2, determined from
diamond drill cores which were mainly l-5/8 or 2-l/4 inches in
diameter, and from ? to 3 times their diametere in length. tr'or each

group of specimens tested the average result is given, together with
the range. Most samples tested for cornpressive strength broke
across the rock fabric, forrning a typical *Cone fracturet. These

are the ones listed under (a). Several specimens which gave

anomalous results and were mostly found to have broken along

previously undetected joints are listed under (b). The results of

the tensile tests in which all specimens appear to have broken along
joints, are listed in (c).
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(.) Compressive Properties, Samples Broken Across Rock Fabric

Stress Site l, Machine
Hall Upstream ürall

Stregs Site 2, Machine
Hall Upstream ïtrall

Strese Site 3, Machine
Hall Upstream Wall

Stress Site 2,
Exploratory Tunnel,
compressive strength
of one sample only

Stress site 3,
Exploratory tunnel;
compressive etrength
of one eample only

Strese Site 5,
Exploratory Tunnel

Stress Site 9,
Exploragory Tunnel

Streee Site l,
Exploratory Tunnel

Stress Site 4, Machine
Hall downstream wall

Stress Site 5, Machine
Hall downetream wall

Stress Site 5, Machine
Hall downstream wall,
compressive strength
not determined

Streee Site 6, Machine
Hall down6tream wall.
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(b) Compressive Properties, Samples Mostly Broken Along Joints

El¡¡ûiol.
Pofoir * ïü'

Average Range

Streee Site l,lumutZ
Power Station; Not
recorded whether
broke along joint or
not. Probably broke
along joint.

Stress Site ?,
Exploratory Tunnel;
samples broke along
joints dipping 55oand
650 to the plane
normal to core axis.

Strese Site l,
Exploratory Tunnel;
sarnple broke along
joint or altered
zo^e near joint.

Stress Site 8,
Exploratory Tunnel;
sample broke along
joint dip 55o to the
plane normal to core
axis.

Stress Site 4, Machine
Hall downstream wall;
probably broke along
joint.
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(") Tensile Properties

Rock Type
-Xo¡für-tî õf--

and number Dlartlotty
of Samples a t

Average
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Compres sive
Strength p. s. i. Location of Samplea

and Remarks

Strees Site 3,
Exploratory Tunnel.
Type of failure
not noted.

Stress Site 5,
Exploratory Tunnel.
One recorded as
breaking along joint
dip 30o to plane
normal to core axis.
The other broke to
rrplane fracturerl
dip l0o.

Stress Site 13,
Exploratory Tunnel.
Recorded aa breaking
along'rplane
fraciure,r, dip l0o.

Stress Site l.
Exploratory Tunnel.
Recorded as breaking
partly along joint
dip 650 to plane
normal to core axis.
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APPENDIX IN

ROCK BOLT SUPPORT AT THE POWER STATION

Experimental work carried out by the Snowy Mountains

Authority to determine tJ e functions of rock bolts in hard, jointed

rock has been deecribed by T.A. Lang (1957). He also describee

their eucceesful use as support in the construction of Tumut I Power

Station. The laboratory experimente were made by using model or

actual rock bolts in a variety of materiale. These included a series

of model joint blocks cut in plastic, and loose, angular particles of

crushed rock. The work indicated that if the ratio of bolt length to

bolt spacing was greater than 2, then the effects of individual bolts

interacted, and the originally loose materials formed an integral

struch¡ral member, which \pað capable of carrying considerable loads,

and behaved quasi-elastically. The conetruction of lumut I Power

Station generally confirmed the reeults of the laboratory work, and

indicated the desirability for rock bolting over large rock areas to be

in pre -determined patterns .

Based on the Tumut I experience, patterns of rock bolts, in
which the bolt length/epacing ratio was 2:l or greater, were uaed

throughout the large excavations at Tumut 2. Slight va¡iations were

made in the patterns, and additional bolts \¡/ere often inetalled, where

the need for such measurea was indicated by the local geological

s ituation.

The bolts used in the greater part of the Machine Hall were

0.75-inch diameter medium tenaile steel bars, mostly 12 and l4 feet

long. Theee were furnished wíth expaneion ehell type anchors, and

6-inch square steel plates for bearing against the rock surface. 'ttrhen

installed the bolte \Ã,ere stressed to a nominal load of. 12,000 lbs,

Two methoda were used to grout in place the downwarde
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sloping bolts in the vertical walls. In the first method the bolt was

ineerted in the hole, and grout poured in around it. the other rnore

satisfactory method finally adopted was to fill the hole with grout

before insertion of the bolt. Upwards sloping bolts to be grouted

were fitted with a plastic de-aeration tube which extended from the

anchor end and passed through a hole in the bearing plate. The

collar of the bolt hole was sealed with quick-setting cement at the

time of installation of the bolt. Grout was pumped up a plastic tube

which paesed through another hole in the bearing plate, and extended

several inches above it.
During the later stages of construction, bolts consisting of

I inch diameter mild steel bars with hollow cores were used in places

requiring upwards sloping grouted bolts. The hollow cores served

the purpoee of the plastic de-aeration h¡bes, which were no longer

used. In the srnaller tunnels in the power station area, rock bolte

l0 feet and I feet long \ilere used.




